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or over 75 years, Altec has been the proven

leader in providing truck-mounted equipment
to the utility industry. Now Altec provides that
same design technology to the construction
industry with our hydraulic truck-mounted
cranes. Backed by the most comprehensive
support network in the industry, our cranes
are designed with integrated safety features to
keep your crews productive and on the job.

18 ton

•

26 ton

•

35 ton

•

38 ton

Altec Service Centers
A l a b a m a • A r i z o n a • C a l i f o r n i a • C o l o r a d o • F l o r i d a • G e o r g i a • G l o b a l R e n t a l C o m p a n y, I n c . • I n d i a n a • K a n s a s
Kentucky • Maryland • Massachusetts • Minnesota • Missouri • North Carolina • Ohio • Oregon • Pennsylvania
Te x a s • Vi r g i n i a • Bri t i sh Col umbi a • M ani t oba • Ont ari o

For information on Sales or Rental, call: 866.966.2969.
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ingenuity
Genie introduces the Z™-40/23N: the industry’s first Z™-boom with an AC drive system.
This breakthrough design maneuvers through tight spaces with quiet, energy-efficient
operation — as well as excellent drive speed, gradeability and traction.
Revolutionary variable-speed technology also delivers quick repositioning within
the Z™-40/23N’s entire range of motion. You get smooth, responsive control of
multiple functions at the same time.
Plus, every Genie comes with 24/7 support from people who know your business.
Get the latest in accessibility and ingenuity. Think Blue.

1-800-536-1800
EMAIL

info@genieind.com |

WEB

genieindustries.com

© 2007 Genie Industries, Inc.
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Acknowledging the
Industry’s Influential
Products and People

Katie Parrish

F

or Lift and Access, the fall is a time of
forward-looking. The staff ramps up for
the fall-winter show season, which this
year includes the SC&RA Crane and
Rigging Workshop, ICUEE, World of Concrete, The Rental Show, and ConExpo, and
articles for the last few issues of the year are
wrapped up. We follow that with a heavy dose
of planning and preparation for the fast-approaching new year. And as we look forward,
it also allows us time to reflect on the trends
that occurred, the new technologies pioneered,
and the products introduced over the last year.
Part of our commitment to the industry is
recognizing industry innovations, which we
do through our annual Lift and Access LLEAP
Awards. For the last three years, lifting equipment manufacturers have entered their wares
for a chance at our top prize – Best Overall
Winner. Because of a tie win this year, LLEAP
has been tweaked slightly to provide more opportunities for companies to be recognized.

“As we look forward, it also allows
us time to reflect on the trends that
occurred, the new technologies
pioneered, and the products
introduced over the last year.”
Instead of one Best Overall Winner, we now
have two: one award for original equipment
manufacturers, which includes aerial lifts,
material handlers, and cranes, and a second
award for support products and services,
which include the optional equipment, attachments, or accessories; safety features or operating systems; and the miscellaneous products
categories. Additionally, we are now calling
the first place category our gold winners, and
the runners up are now our silver winners. For
LiFT ACCESS l October 2007
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the complete list of the 2007 Lift and Access
LLEAP Award entries, flip to page 40.
But it’s not only products that deserve to be
recognized. In the December issue of Lift and
Access, we will take a look at the people who
have made a difference in the industry with
our second-ever People of Distinction recognition. Candidates for People of Distinction
are individuals, departments, or teams that
have contributed to the industry through their
philanthropy, creativity, research, innovation,
or hard work on an activity, project, or event
that was started or completed between July 1,
2006, and June 30, 2007. Nominations must
be made by Oct. 26, 2007. Complete program
details and nomination information can be
found on page 61.

Other news of note

Maximum Capacity Media, publisher of
Lift and Access, is constantly looking at ways
to better serve the lifting equipment industry,
and I’m pleased to announce that in February
2008, we will launch a magazine dedicated
to industrial lift equipment. Industrial Lift
and Hoist aims to become the No. 1 resource
for lifting equipment operated in industrial
applications. The context of articles includes
plant turnarounds, overhead crane/conveyor
installations, and general overhead facility
maintenance, and it’s our intent to recognize
the importance of technology advancements,
promote safety and training, and positively
represent the needs of lifting equipment users in the industrial marketplace. Email me at
kparrish@liftandaccess.com for more details.
And in case you haven’t heard, Lift and
Access has now gone digital. Beginning with
the September issue, Lift and Access is now
available in a digital format that can be downloaded from the internet. Remember, the
digital issue is available as opt-in only, so make
sure you register on LiftandAccess.com. ■
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in my view

Guy Ramsey

Distribution
Dilemmas

S

kyjack’s recent purchase of CareLift
makes it the sixth aerial work platform
OEM to venture into this market. Although rental companies are the biggest buyers of telehandlers and aerial work
platforms, the percentages vary greatly. Since
the day I entered this business in 1977, 80
percent of all AWPs have been purchased for
rental fleet applications. On the other hand,
telehandler sales in the rental market have
peaked at only about 50 percent, with the
remaining balance sold to end users.
It’s interesting to note that telehandlers and
AWPs are not really that synergistic from a
rental perspective. They are even less compatible on the manufacturing side. In reality, the
production of a telehandler has much more
in common with a small rough-terrain crane
than an AWP.

“It’s interesting to note that AWPs and
telehandlers are not that synergistic
from a rental perspective – and even
less on the manufacturing side.”
Prior to Genie and JLG entering the market, virtually all telehandlers were delivered
through conventional distribution channels.
Distributors typically didn’t embrace the rental
philosophy as enthusiastically as rent-to-rent
organizations. This was largely due to the fact
that they preferred to sell a machine rather than
rent it. They viewed rental as a tool to sell a
machine, and their rental units were usually
under a rental purchase option, or RPO.
The RPO rent-to-sell philosophy governed
the growth of telehandlers as well. Rates were
often pegged higher on an RPO because
there was some level of risk incurred by the
distributor. If the customer decided to return
the machine, the distributor had to find a
new home for it. If the distributor was not
in the rental business, per se, then he had a
LiFT ACCESS l October 2007
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machine he needed to sell. Pure distributors
usually did not have the financing, insurance,
contracts, accounting, and operational support to be in the rental business, so selling
the unit was often the only option. The reluctance of traditional distributors to participate
aggressively in the rental market, coupled
with the unwillingness to sell units to rental
companies at discounted prices, limited telehandler availability and further constrained
the growth of the market.
However, this all changed when Genie and
JLG jumped in with both feet. With wellestablished rental customers standing in line
for their acquired products, these OEMs entered the market selling to rental accounts
with pricing close to – sometimes below
– what distributors had been paying. Once
United Rentals, NationsRent, Hertz, and RSC
had the ability to go directly to the OEM, the
demand for telehandlers skyrocketed.
While the concept of traditional distribution was left in the wake when everyone
moved to sell direct to the mega rental companies, the dealer concept is now becoming
a lot more attractive to those OEMs that did
not originally see it as a priority. With rental
fleet purchases stalling, the other 50 percent
of the market is looking a lot more important.
JLG and Genie are working hard to rebuild or
re-establish their telehandler dealer presence.
Now Skyjack is faced with this dilemma:
How does it keep the small but very wellestablished and loyal CareLift ZoomBoom
dealer organization intact and sell to its own
key rental clients at the same time? In other
words, having its cake and eating it too.
The strength of the ZoomBoom product
line lies in its dealers, and while selling direct
to rental organizations may buy short-term
revenues, its long-term success will come
through the support of traditional distribution. Discussing this with Skyjack’s new president, Ken McDougall, I get the feeling they
realize the value of a distribution network and
intend to build on this asset. n

Featuring Lift Adjuster Control System

250 tons
122' jib
+
223.1' boom

with

0º, 20º, 40º
offsets

The exclusive Lift Adjuster Control System safety
feature compensates for boom deflection when the
boom is under load by automatically extending the boom
elevation cylinder to maintain constant load radius.

Crane Operator’s Station provides 20o tilt
Two Engine Design for Fuel Economy

Carrier: Mercedes Benz 8 Cylinder Model OM502LA (517 hp)
Crane: Mercedes Benz 6 Cylinder Model OM906LA (188 hp)

Tadano technology delivers safety, quality & performance.
www.tadanoamerica.com
sales@tadano-cranes.com
(281) 869-0030 fax (281) 869-0040
Tadano America Corporation, 333 Northpark Central Drive Suite Z, Houston, Texas 77073-6088

shop talk
Efficiently Selling Off
Depreciating Equipment

W

Felix Rodriguez

hile the vast majority of the rental
industry focuses on its core business, there is a competitive advantage for those who learn to
efficiently turn their fleets over and remove
depreciating equipment from the books. All
rental companies have depreciation schedules.
While a maintenance-intensive 60-foot boom
lift may last four to five years, scissor lifts can
enjoy up to seven years of useful life. But what
happens to this equipment once it’s no longer
“young enough”?
Often, maintaining and renting this equipment costs more than simply letting it sit in the
yard. Rental companies may try to sell it at retail, a process that takes an average of 120 days.
Meanwhile, the equipment continues to depreciate. Selling that machine in a month, however,
can mean substantial reductions in cost.
Between $600 million and $800 million of
used equipment from the top six national rental chains alone ends up at auction each year,
as companies look to turn 20 percent of their
fleets annually. But are traditional auctions the
most profitable way to sell used equipment?
While live auctions have been around for decades, today’s fleet managers are increasingly
turning to the internet to sell used equipment.

An international scope

Unlike live auctions, online auctions are not
restricted to one location. Instead, they provide
an international bidding audience, allowing
thousands of visitors to view or bid on equipment. For those looking to sell aerial work
platforms and material-handling equipment,
larger audiences typically generate more bids
and a better price.
Felix Rodriguez is the national accounts
manager for the rental industry for IronPlanet,
Pleasanton, Calif. He has been in the industry
for 18 years, most recently as the director of
strategic sourcing and disposition for 264
NationsRent locations.
and
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Additionally, online auctions allow sellers to
take advantage of equipment shortages in the
worldwide marketplace, and international buyers usually pay 8 to 10 percent more than their
domestic counterparts. For example, while
domestic prices remain stable on used booms
and scissor lifts, this equipment often still enjoys good prices at auction primarily because
of international demand. Even used equipment
experiencing a downward trend in value, such
as 6,000- and 8,000-pound telescopic handlers,
may generate better price realizations online.
Potential buyers may still be wary of purchasing online, especially if they are not able to personally inspect the equipment prior to purchasing it. In the often “buyer-beware” cyber world,
used heavy equipment carries a large price tag.
Buyers cannot afford to pay for equipment that
doesn’t exist or is not in the condition it’s listed in.
When purchasing equipment online, choose
a company that stands behind its equipment.
Look for an auction company that offers free
inspections, including a visual inspection of
key components, equipment-specific wearrelated measurements and, when appropriate, oil/fluid samples that have been analyzed
in a lab. A thorough, guaranteed analysis by a
trained professional can yield a better overall
picture of equipment condition. For the buyer,
this means access to information needed to
make an informed bid, and confidence that the
item is represented fairly.

Fair transactions

A different fear may exist for sellers. While
buyer apprehension focuses on equipment
condition, sellers want a guaranteed prompt
payment. Online auction services in which the
buyer pays the seller directly puts both parties
at risk. A secure payment and delivery process
relieves anxiety for both parties. This transaction comprises the most significant component of online auctions. Sellers can verify and
guarantee payment, and buyers are provided a
secure method of transportation and delivery.

An auction company also may function as
an intermediary between the buyer and seller,
protecting both parties. For example, once
a buyer wins an item, he or she is required to
pay the auction company directly. The auction
company then notifies the seller to release the
equipment. When the equipment is received by
the buyer and its condition verified, the company then releases payment to the seller.

Lower channel costs

In addition to higher price realizations, online auctions also can help cut costs for managers looking to sell equipment. Live auctions often require sellers to spend money cleaning up
and painting equipment. Sellers also must pay
to transport the item to the auction. A $20,000
aerial work platform traveling the average distance to a live auction – 250 miles – can easily
cost an additional $500.
Commission rates also incur costs for the
seller, and many live auction companies average 8 to 10 percent in commission. A $30,000
used boom lift at 9 percent costs the seller
$2,700. Online auction companies may offer
lower commission rates, and the same piece
of equipment sold online may save the seller
hundreds or even thousands in commission
fees. Additionally, because equipment is listed
online, internet auctions may not require the
seller to transport equipment and can retain
their equipment until a buyer purchases the
item and arranges to have it transported.

Convenience

Online auctions also provide additional convenience. Participants are not required to travel
and may not even need to be at their computers
when the auction is in progress, as some online
auction companies allow bidders to bid on the
item beforehand by placing a proxy bid, which
can help buyers limit their bidding to a predetermined amount. The computer will stop bidding at the preset amount, which can, in turn,
generate better prices for the seller. ■

The boom is definitely back.

NEVER THINK SMALL.
Snorkel doesn’t claim to be the industry giant. But if you
want aerial equipment big in capabilities, big in quality and
big in value, Snorkel more than measures up.
From spec’ing your equipment to building it, we take the
time to do things right. So you get a better-made lift that
operates easily, works hard and lasts long. A lift customized
with everything you need and nothing you don’t.
You also get the assurance of Snorkel’s on-time delivery
– a standard of service in which we lead the industry.*
For all your aerial jobs, go ahead and think big.
Snorkel can handle it.

*Details on request.
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News & Reviews
M A N U FAC T U R E R S

Skyjack Supports
CareLift Distributors

With Skyjack’s acquisition of CareLift
Equipment Ltd. now complete, the Guelph,
Ontario-based company is developing plans
for the ZoomBoom telehandlers. While
increased production is in the works, much of
CareLift’s distributorship will stay the same.
“CareLift’s image is very strong in the marketplace,” said Ken McDougall, Skyjack’s newly
named president. “That was a big part of the
attraction for Skyjack. Our research tells us that
the dealer network has done a great job selling
the ZoomBoom name, and they are clearly
committed to the brand. Accordingly, we have
no intention of changing current distribution.”
The company’s first priority is filling open
territories and establishing new distribution,
according to McDougall. “Once we have
ramped up capacity, we will look to expand
sales first by setting up new dealers in the areas
now open,” he said, adding that of CareLift’s

existing sales, the majority
are with customers already
doing business with Skyjack.
The company will build upon
existing relationships and will
fill in holes as capacity allows.
Skyjack’s parent company, Ken McDougall
Linamar Corp., will continue to lease CareLift’s
existing facility in Breslau, Ontario, as well as
retain the company’s existing 60 employees.
Because the company is limited in the amount
of growth at the CareLift facility, Skyjack is
looking at several options in the Guelph area.
The need for additional space is not just limited
to the ZoomBoom machines, but production
of Skyjack’s boom lifts and its planned future
product additions as well.
During the transition, the CareLift name
will stay in place for the near future but will
likely give way to Skyjack at some point,
according to McDougall. The ZoomBoom
product name is expected to remain long term.
Financial details regarding the acquisition
will be reviewed in the Linamar’s next quarterly
conference call in November.

		

LIFTS in Action

Two Potain self-erecting cranes were utilized to complete an opulent new
Hindu temple in Toronto, Ontario. Both Potain cranes were supplied on bare
rental from Potain dealer Cropac Equipment of Oakville, Ontario.
According to Joel Hunt of Cropac’s sales staff, the cranes had an arduous
work schedule. “During their time on-site, the cranes were on call from 9 a.m.
and
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Gehl to Expand HQ

Gehl Co. has chosen to remain in West
Bend, Wis., to expand its research and
development and headquarters facilities,
thanks to $2 million in grants and loans from
the local, county, and state governments. Gov.
Jim Doyle joined with representatives from the
City of West Bend, Washington County, the
Milwaukee 7, and Gehl Co. to announce the
expansion, which is expected to retain 191 jobs
and create 87 new jobs for the area.
Gehl plans to construct a new corporate
office and renovate an existing facility into a
research and development center at a total cost
of $20 million. Support has been provided by
the Department of Commerce and Department of Transportation. Gehl considered
another state for the expansion but chose to
remain in Wisconsin because of the work done
by the government to make sure the expansion
occurred in Wisconsin.
According to an article in The West Bend
Daily News, the company plans to begin
interior construction and build-out of the new

Potain Cranes Help
Build Hindu Temple
to midnight, and they clocked up an average of 250 working hours per month,”
he said. “The highest quality marble and limestone were shipped to the job
from Italy and then hand-carved in place. The cranes were placing these pieces, which weighed from 1 to 3 tons.”
The temple owner, Bochasanwasi Shri Akshar Purushottam Swaminarayan
(BAPS), managed the construction of the temple and the operation of the
cranes. The two cranes utilized in the construction of the Hindu temple were
the Potain HDT 80 self-erecting crane that was on site for three months, and
an S282 truck-mounted self-erecting crane, which was only necessary during
the final month of construction.
The Potain HDT 80 has a maximum capacity of 6 tons and maximum operating hook radius of 148 feet. The S282 has a maximum capacity of 2 tons and a
maximum hook radius of 82 feet. Although the lifting schedule was demanding, the two Potains performed flawlessly.
“The precise control of the Potain cranes in setting these delicate blocks just
millimeters apart made them the perfect choice for this job,” Hunt said. “Both
were maneuvered via remote control so the operator was able to position himself perfectly for monitoring the lifts. The cranes were also very easy to set up
and then remove from site, which was an added bonus.”
The temple was built entirely by volunteers from India and other parts of
the world. BAPS is a religious organization with 640 temples in 45 countries.
The temple is the only one of its kind in Canada and officially opened in July
with His Divine Holiness Pramukh Swami Maharaj, spiritual head of BAPS, in
attendance.

Maximum Capacity Media Plans Launch of Industrial Lifting Magazine
Fort Dodge, Iowa-based Maximum Capacity Media,
publisher of Lift and Access and Crane Hot Line magazines,
announced it will begin publishing a new magazine for
the industrial lifting equipment market. Present plans
call for the premiere issue of Industrial Lift and Hoist to be
mailed in February 2008.
Serving the North American industrial market, Industrial
Lift and Hoist leverages the unparalleled depth of knowledge
and relationships Crane Hot Line and Lift and Access have
established as leaders in the crane and access industries.
Industrial Lift and Hoist will utilize the print and digital medium to deliver in-depth reporting on products, trends, and
technical and safety issues as they relate to the purchase,
application, and/or maintenance of equipment used for

Manitowoc Begins Port
Washington Expansion

Manitowoc Crane Group, Manitowoc,
Wis., has broken ground on a $7.4-million
addition to its Port Washington, Wis., facility. The 23,000-square-foot addition will
house a new machining center and a 4,000square-foot painting area. With this new
addition, the Port Washington facility will
be responsible for building the entire lower
works of Manitowoc’s Model 16000, among
other machines.
Central to the addition is the installation
of a new boring bar, which is a large metal
cutting tool. The boring bar will machine the
crawler side frames and carbodies.
Physical construction of the expansion
began in early August and will be complete by
January 2008. Installation of the boring bar
will complete the project in June 2008.
According to Larry Weyers, Manitowoc
Crane Group’s executive vice president for the
Americas, the new machining center will add
capacity and more advanced capabilities to
the company’s U.S. manufacturing operations,
as well as help the local economy.
There are currently 106 Manitowoc
employees in Port Washington. The new addition will create 25 more jobs at the facility.
In August, MCG also started expansions in
Shady Grove, Pa. These include additions to
the Model 999 crawler assembly building and
the National boom assembly facility, which
are due to be completed in January 2008.

LiftandHoist

Automotive
Assembly Plant
Renovations
Articulating Boom Lifts
Aid in Ontario Facility
Modernization

JLG Awarded Army
Equipment Contract

JLG Industries, McConnellsburg, Pa., has
been awarded an estimated $78 million firmfixed-price and cost-plus-fixed-fee contract to
refurbish equipment in Iraq and Afghanistan.
It starts with an initial delivery order of $12.4
million for the RESET of theater-provided
equipment for the U.S. Army Tank-Automotive and Armaments Command (TACOM).

The JLG military service team will perform
the RESET work in Balad, Iraq, and Bagram,
Afghanistan. Work under this contract is

Strength & endurance

G120 Profile

Grade120
The New Generation
in High Performance
Lifting Equipment
L + 50% Higher Work
Load Limit Than G 80
L Up To -40%
Weight Reduction
L Meets or Exceeds
NACM and
ASTM Standards

For lifting equipment questions:

1 . 800 . 526 . 3924
281 Shore Drive, Unit A & B,
Burr Ridge, IL 60527
Over 30 Years In America!

Pewag G100 ‘Winner’
Largest Selection of G100 Chains
and Components on the Market
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facility early in the first quarter of 2008 and
have it fully operational in third quarter 2008.
The company plans to complete its new office
complex in spring 2009, which will also be the
150th anniversary of the company.

INDUSTRIAL

overhead hoisting, material handling, and personnel lifting.
Maximum Capacity Media’s new industrial publication
also capitalizes on one of the largest and most well-maintained industrial databases in North America. Circulating
to a carefully targeted group of plant owners and plant,
fleet, and maintenance managers, these contacts have
been selected from a database of more than 130,000 SICcoded manufacturing and industrial organizations.
The goal of Industrial Lift and Hoist is to be the No. 1
resource for plant, maintenance and purchasing managers; rigging specialists; and other plant support service
companies for rigging, hoisting, and personnel lifting.
For more information on Industrial Lift and Hoist, please
call 800-231-8953.

u News

& Reviews

expected to last until 2012 and is designated
for the JLG-manufactured ATLAS and 6000M
model telehandlers, and the Case™ M4K and
MW24C model loader equipment.
“JLG is committed to serving our soldiers
in the field, and we look forward to our
expanded support of the United States Army
in Iraq and Afghanistan,” said David Peacock,
vice president of government products and
programs at JLG. “The RESET program
allows us to extend the life of equipment that
is already in use.”
P ersonnel

Sunbelt VP Bryan Rich
Announces Retirement
Bryan Rich, executive vice president and
vice chairman of Sunbelt Rentals, Fort Mill,
S.C., announced his retirement after 31 years
in the equipment rental business. Rich has
been instrumental in assisting in the merger
and integration of NationsRent with Sunbelt.
Leading staff communication and assisting in
forming the merged management team, IT

projects, fleet and vendor relations, were just
some of the important areas of focus for Rich
in the merger of the two businesses.
Rich began his career
with Logan Equipment
Corporation in 1977.
Logan was started in 1963
by his father, Frank Rich.
Rich began working in the
industry at a young age
and was running his first
Bryan Rich
rental location at 20. After
purchasing controlling interest in Logan from
his father in the early 1980s, Rich grew the
company into a dominant northeast sales and
rental provider, eventually selling the company
to NationsRent in December 1998.
He stayed on with NationsRent until
October 2000 when he left to form Commonwealth National Bank, a public commercial national bank located in central
Massachusetts. NationsRent entered into
bankruptcy in 2001 and all signs pointed
to a liquidation of the company. But Rich
believed there was another option so he and
his partner formed Phoenix Rental Partners,

raised the additional funds from The Baupost
Group and purchased NationsRent. Rich and
the NationsRent management team brought
the company out of bankruptcy in June 2003
and then sold to Sunbelt in August 2006.

Indusco Group
Appoints President

The Indusco Group, Inc., a private fabricator
and supplier of wire rope and rigging products
in Baltimore, Md., has appointed Craig
Hayward as its company president.
“It is an honor to take over the reigns of
The Indusco Group and continue the vision
that has guided this company for the past 100
years,” said Hayward, adding the company
will stay committed to service, quality, and
strengthening customer relationships.
In 1999, Hayward joined The Indusco
Group as vice president of sales for the wholesale division. For the past four years, he has
served as executive vice president and general
manager and has been responsible for all
business units in the company.

SAF-T Conference DVD
NOW AVAILABLE

Event
Special:
$59 each
$19 additional copies
free shipping

Contact Becky at 800-231-8953
to order your copy!
and
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In October, he will complete his term as
president of the Associated Wire Rope Fabricators and will be positioned for the additional
responsibilities associated with moving the
organization forward with the help of an
experienced management team.

Helac Names New COO

Helac Corp., Seattle, Wash., has appointed
Bill Power to the position
of chief operating officer.
In this newly created position, Power will oversee
day-to-day operations of
both product divisions,
hydraulic rotary actuators
Bill Power
for OEM applications and
construction equipment attachments. He will
be responsible for providing customer service,
profit and loss, protecting corporate assets, and
developing a strong team of managers.
Power brings 30 years of experience in the
fluid-handling industry, including 16 years as
general manager for Parker Hannifin’s Zenith
Pump and hydraulic pump/motor divisions. At

360
eMagazine

Helac, he will focus on customers and developing technologies to meet customer demand.
Power’s vision for servicing Helac’s customers
includes training and hiring a high-performance team, understanding the customer’s
needs, and paying close attention to all details
related to customer satisfaction. Power also
plans to spend an average of 30 percent of his
time in the field and implement a 95 percent
on-time delivery target with one to two week
lead times.

United Rentals Chair
Bradley Jacobs Resigns

United Rentals, Inc., Greenwich, Conn.,
has reported that its co-founder Bradley
Jacobs has resigned as chairman of the
company’s board of directors. Jacobs has
served as chairman since November 1997.
“I’m grateful to the many people who
contributed to the success of United Rentals
over the past 10 years,” he said. “I’m confident
that the company will continue to capitalize
on the tremendous opportunities ahead of it.”

at LiftandAccess.com.

CEO Michael Kneeland expressed thanks
to Jacobs for his leadership of over a decade.
The company also announced it has filed
a preliminary proxy statement with the SEC
relating to its merger agreement in which
it will be acquired by affiliates of Cerberus
Capital Management for $4 billion. The deal
is expected to close in the fourth quarter.

Manitowoc Names
Product Manager

Manitowoc Crane Group, Manitowoc,
Wis., has announced the appointment of Mike
Wood as global product manager for Manitowoc crawler cranes. The
appointment was effective
Sept. 1. He takes over for
Raman Joshi who has
transferred to Singapore
to take the position of
director of marketing for
Mike Wood
the Asia-Pacific region.
In his new position, Wood reports to Bob
Hund, vice president of worldwide marketing.
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For up-to-date lifting equipment news, subscribe to
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Maximum Capacity Media to Host Second
Annual Equipment Showcase

Raising your
business for over
20 Years
Dealer Alliance Corp.
We buy, sell and trade:
• Scissor Lifts
• Boom Lifts
• Reach Forklifts
• Skidsteers

Serving the worldwide construction
equipment industry since 1983.

866.591.5438
815.282.6100
aeriallifts.net

Lift and Access magazine and parent company Maximum Capacity Media,
Fort Dodge, Iowa, announce that the second annual Lift and Access Showcase
will take place Oct. 30-Nov. 2 in Phoenix, Ariz.
2007
Last year’s hugely successful Telehandler Showcase featured 10,000- to
11,000-pound capacity telescopic handlers with 50- to 59-foot lift heights.
This year, the event will focus on two leading product categories: 40- to 45foot telescopic boom lifts and compact telehandlers. Reviews of the event were
published in the January and February 2007 editions of Lift and Access, as well
2007
as a special supplement in Construction Equipment magazine.
Lift and Access has received a participation commitment from every North American provider of compact telescopic handlers. Bobcat, Cat, Gehl, Genie, JCB, JLG, Manitou, Mustang, and Xtreme will be in
attendance and will bring machines and tool attachments to the Telehandler Showcase.
Additionally, the Lift and Access staff will host its inaugural Boom Lift Showcase, and all current providers of 40-foot platform height telescopic boom lifts will be in attendance. Products from Snorkel/UpRight,
Haulotte, Genie, JLG, and Skyjack will be evaluated by the Lift and Access staff during the four-day event.
Look for complete evaluations of all participating machines in early 2008 editions of Lift and Access, as
well as Construction Equipment. In addition, select component vendors are eligible to register to attend
this unique event. For more information, call 800-231-8953 or email bgrazier@maxcapmedia.com.
His duties include overseeing strategy and
financial performance for Manitowoc, as well
as managing its manufacturing alliances and
analyzing market conditions. He will work
closely with the brand’s sales, marketing,
engineering, and manufacturing locations
around the world to ensure both existing and
new products meet local and global customer
requirements.
Prior to this position, Wood served as a
customer service manager for Manitowoc
Crane CARE. He has also served as general
manager of Manitowoc’s former companyowned dealership in Chicago, Ill.; headed up
Manitowoc’s remanufacturing division; and
served as senior product support manager as
Manitowoc’s liaison with key account Kiewit.
R ental

ARA Names Keynote
for The Rental Show 		

Christopher Gardner, whose autobiography “The Pursuit of Happyness” was made
into a film starring Will Smith last year, will
be the keynote speaker at The Rental Show
at the Mandalay Bay Convention Center in
Las Vegas. Gardner will present his story
of struggle, faith, entrepreneurialism, and
fatherly devotion – as well as how to break
the cycles that hold you back. The keynote

and
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session will be held February 12.
“Christopher Gardner demonstrates the
value of perseverance and determination,” said Chris
Wehrman, CEO
of the American
Rental Association.
“It’s a motivating
and uplifting life
story with a message that will inspire everyone who attends
his presentation at The Rental Show.”
The sole guardian of his toddler son,
Gardner became homeless in San Francisco
during the early 1980s. Unwilling to give
up on his son or his dreams of financial
independence, Gardner started at the bottom
of the financial ladder – earning a spot in
the Dean Witter Reynolds training program
without a college degree. The meager stipend
he received as a trainee meant that he was
one of the working poor, someone with a job
who couldn’t make ends meet.
Gardner was the sole trainee offered a job
at Dean Witter Reynolds in 1981. He spent
1983 to 1987 at Bear Stearns and Co., where
he became a top earner. In 1987, he founded
the brokerage firm Gardner Rich and Co. in
Chicago. Today, he is the owner and CEO of
Christopher Gardner International Holdings
with offices in Chicago, New York, and San

Sign up for Lift and Access Online! Go to LiftandAccess.com, and click on “Subscribe now for FREE.”

RSC Awarded MultiYear GSA Contract

RSC Equipment Rental, Inc., Scottsdale,
Ariz., has been awarded a multi-year General
Services Administration (GSA) schedule
contract. GSA is a centralized federal procurement and property management agency
created by the U.S. Congress to improve government efficiency and help federal agencies
better serve the public. This contract permits
all government users to more easily access
RSC services, which includes the rental of
construction and industrial equipment and
the sale of rental-related tools and supplies.
RSC’s contract was awarded through GSA’s
Region 6 Heartland Offices in Kansas City.
“We are very pleased with the GSA award,”
said Erik Olsson, president and CEO of RSC
Equipment Rental. “This is an excellent
opportunity to serve more government
customers while also improving our existing relationships with current government
clients. By actively participating in the GSA
procurement programs, we will continue to
provide cost-efficient equipment and further
facilitate the equipment rental process of RSC
assets. GSA’s procurement platforms are both
efficient and familiar to federal agencies.”

Simplex Celebrates
100 Years of Service

Montreal, Quebec-based Simplex Tool
and Equipment Rental recently celebrated its
100th anniversary. Founded in 1907 by Louis
Henry Véronneau, the company is today the
largest independent tool and equipment rental
company in Quebec and eastern Canada.
Simplex has evolved with the market and
economic ups and downs to become the
company it is today with annual sales of $65
million, 500 employees, and 32 locations.
“We have taken our inspiration from one
basic principle, which my great grandfather
instilled in the company: customer service,”

said André Véronneau, current president and
CEO of Simplex.
Simplex today rents a number of items
ranging from cordless drills to 135-foot boom
lifts and forklifts. During the past 18 months,
the company has begun to move into heavy
construction equipment with the purchase of
loaders, backhoes, dump trucks, and rollers.
“We took part in the heavy equipment
exhibition called Expo Grands Travaux at
Olympic Stadium in September 2006,” said
Louis Véronneau, joint owner and vice presi-

dent of development. “This event confirmed to
us the growing interest that contractors have in
renting machinery.”
The company emphasizes both listening
to customer needs and real vision to achieve
success. “In the years to come, we intend to
expand our network to the whole of Quebec
and beyond,” said André Véronneau. “Our Ottawa branch has shown us we can be successful
outside the province also. But at the same time
we intend to develop new product categories,
which will enable us to diversify our market.”

Aerial platforms

+

AWPT trained operators

=

Safer effective work at
height
The IPAF training program is the most successful and widely recognized in the world. It has
already trained thousands and thousands of operators in the safe and productive use of modern
platforms – and its PAL Card is recognized everywhere as proof of high quality training.
This training is available in North America from AWPT-approved training centers. AWPT is
IPAF’s North American subsidiary. Safety legislation everywhere increasingly demands training
to a recognized level and the AWPT program meets or exceeds the intent of the new
international standard, ISO 18878.
Your business relies on the productivity of your operators as well as safety. So insist on market
leading operator training for operators to get every job at height done
effectively and with maximum safety.
www.awpt.org
Contact us for your nearest AWPT Training Center, how
to become an AWPT Training Center, or how to join IPAF
or simply to find out how we can help your business:

AERIAL WORK PLATFORM TRAINING

Aerial Work Platform Training Inc. PO Box 207, Rouzerville, PA 17250-0207

Tel: (717) 762-1911 Fax: (717) 762-9055 mail@awpt.org www.awpt.org
A subsidiary of

info@ipaf.org www.ipaf.org

AWPT operator training meets or exceeds the requirements of
ISO 18878 and complies with OSHA requirements
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Francisco. He is a passionate philanthropist
committed to many charitable organizations.
His autobiography was published in May
2006 and was a New York Times best seller.
More information on The Rental Show,
scheduled for Feb. 11-14, is online at
www.TheRentalShow.com.

u News

& Reviews

A wards and R ecognition

Lift and Access 360
Wins Award

Lift and Access 360 eMagazine has been
awarded the Construction Writers Association
Electronic Communication Award for its Aug.
8 edition. The twice-monthly eMagazine provides readers with industry news and features,
guest columns, product spotlights, and staff
commentary. An awards dinner to recognize

winners will be held in October.
The CWA’s website awards were established
in 1998, and the association later broadened
the awards in 2006 to include electronic communications.
The award was judged based on effective
use of technology; quality of content; design
and graphics; accessibility; meeting stated
objectives; and overall impression. Judging was
conducted by a panel of peers with expertise in
business communication, website design and
electronic communications.

• Save up to 400 gals of fuel/year
• Extend ’08 emission maintenance intervals
• Help meet no-idling regulations

The first advance in
transport equipment
in over 45 years

Load/Unload
30,000 lbs.
with the
Truck’s Engine Off
Only Retriever provides
the No Idle System™
because only Retriever
uses the truck’s air
system for power.

Solves the problems with rollbacks
Eliminates the high operating cost of semi-trailers

• Patented Curved Deck
and Hinged Ramp
– Moves only vertically. Increases
parked vehicle stability and
improves operator safety
– Loads easily from ground
or dock
– Lowest loading angle in the
industry (10º–14º)
- Eliminates breakover damage
- Increases on/off speeds.
Reduces winching
– When locked horizontally,
ramp extends deck 4'

RETRIEVER can
pay for itself in
less than one year

UP-N-ATOM, Inc.
TM

• No Hydraulics.
Deck and ramp powered
by the truck’s air system
– No PTO or Wet Kit
– No cold-weather downtime
– Very few moving parts
• Haul larger equipment
on smaller trucks
– Use non-CDL drivers on payloads
up to 11,000 lbs.
– Low transport height increases
over-the-road stability, and improves
bridge and overpass clearance

• Available in
lengths 20'-28',
widths 96"-102",
capacities
15K, 20K and 30K

Best Overall Winner
in the 2006 LLEAP Awards

Creative Solutions to Complex Problems

Inquire today at info@upnatominc.com or call 866-798-8882
See RETRIEVER ™ in action at www.upnatom.com
and
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Web Equipment
Nominated for
Business Ethics Award

Rough-terrain forklift and parts supplier
Web Equipment, Inc., Fredericksburg, Va., is a
semi-finalist in the 2007 National Capital Business Ethics Awards. The competition honors
companies in the Washington, D.C., area that
demonstrate a commitment to ethical business
practices in daily operations, management philosophies, and response to crises and challenges.
The National Capital Business Ethics
Awards competition is sponsored by the
National Capital Chapter of the Society of
Financial Service Professionals and George
Mason University. Awards will be presented
Oct. 18 at the Ritz Carlton at Tysons Corner.

Best Overall Winners
Accept LLEAP Awards

Lift and Access presented the 2007 LLEAP
Awards’ Best Overall Winners their trophies
at various events in September. At the SC&RA
Crane & Rigging Workshop in Kansas City,
Mo., Amanda
Barbarossa, marketing communications
manager, and Tom
Cioni, director of
worldwide marketing
for the Manitowoc
Crane Group,
accepted the LLEAP Award for Best Overall
Winner: Original Equipment Manufacturer for
the Grove GTK1100 crane. Read more about
this award-winning crane on page 46.
At Trojan Battery Co.’s facility in Santa Fe
Springs, Calif., Elke Hirschman, vice president
of marketing, and Tom Smith, director of
marketing – industrial products, received
the award for Best Overall Winner: Support
Products and Services for the Trojan Battery
Plus Series. For
more information
on this unique
battery series, flip
to page 48.
The entire list
of LLEAP Award
entries and winners can be found on page 40. n

VERSATILITY
REDEFINED
www.

spiderlifts
.com

With the new

LEO 23GT Spiderlift

you get four Lifts
for the Price of one!

Now Airports, Atriums,
Auditoriums, Hotels, Malls,
Sport facilities, Amusement
and Water Parks, Churches,
Schools, Rental Stores, Cities,
Parks, Cemeteries or Tree
Departments can use one lift for
all needs, indoors or outdoors.

Free
HiViz Vest Style

t

Multi power: Diesel,
Propane, 110V, 220V or
batteries

t

Articulates and telescopes
at the same time

t

Corner mounted basket
allows work around
corners

t

Patented vertically
adjustable tracks

t

8.8 PSI floor loading

t

LEO 23GT Advantages:

Trailerable with a pick up
truck, van or SUV

Replaces cumbersome trailer
and truck mounted lifts, with
one versatile and fast lift.

Fall Arrest/Work Belt
with every lift
purchase!
Other lifts from 40-166 ft. also available!

Call Toll free: 800-944-5898 or visit our website at www.spiderlifts.com
email: info@spiderlifts.com

New Products
Elliott Equipment 26-Ton Boom Trucks

w Elliott Equipment Co., Omaha, Neb., has introduced two 26-ton
capacity boom trucks. Designated the 2695 and 26105, the units
feature a 26-ton capacity with 95 feet of powered main boom, providing a 105-foot tip height; and 105-foot boom, with 115-foot tip
height, respectively.
Standard features and benefits of these new models include
FrictionFree jib extension for easy jib deployment and stowage, and
a load moment indicator for
safe boom operation. A variety of jib lengths, platforms
and accessories are available
to best fit the unit to the
user’s application. Operator
amenities also include dual
cup holders and 12-volt cell
phone charger.
“These 26-ton models
demonstrate Elliott’s commitment to developing a
full line of material handling
solutions,” said Doug Twyford, Elliott’s vice president
of sales and marketing. “We
have worked extensively with users of this equipment to give them
the features and ability to do more with this product than with any
other unit in its class.”
www.elliottequip.com

Link-Belt HTC-8675 Series II Truck Crane

w Lexington, Ky.-based Link-Belt has introduced the 75-ton HTC-8675
Series II telescopic truck crane, which incorporates more standard
features, longer reach, better lift capacities, and improved over-theroad mobility than its predecessor.
The HTC-8675’s 127-foot formed boom uses Link-Belt’s patented
latching boom. For more flexibility, there are four boom modes,
EM1–EM4, instead of
two. Teflon pucks are
imbedded into the
wear pads to selflubricate the boom
sections, and the top
and bottom wear
pads are universal.
The optional twopiece, 38- to 64-foot
bi-fold lattice fly and two optional 16-foot lattice extensions give a
maximum tip height of 230 feet. The bi-fold lattice fly offsets at 2°,
15°, 30°, and 45°.
Smooth, linear controls, a six-way adjustable seat, and optional
air conditioning increase comfort in the HTC-8675. All engine and
monitoring systems in the cab are positioned to maximize jobsite
visibility. The console-mounted rated capacity limiter has a highcontrast color display for viewing even in direct sunlight.
The 445-hp Caterpillar C-13 engine has 1,550 foot-pounds more
and
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Highlights of the latest lifting equipment
and component introductions.
torque than its predecessor and meets EPA’s 2007 on-highway
regulations. The ZF AS-Tronic automated manual transmission has
12 forward gears and two reverse for precise gear selection.
For more jobsite maneuverability, the HTC-8675 comes in an HTT
model. Steerable rear axles in conjunction with single tires make the
HTT-8675 Series II agile in tight places. Four steering modes – independent front, independent rear, combination, and crab – allow the
HTT to move in and out of any jobsite constraint. The HTT’s turning
radius is less than 29 feet at the edge of the tire. And with the transverse differential locks, traction in difficult terrain is easy.
www.automationstudio.com

PLE TP 9000 Scissor Lift

w Beresford, S.D.-based Portable Lift Equipment (PLE) introduces the TP 9000 towable scissor lift with a 22.5-foot deck height and a lifting
capacity of 500 pounds. A 32-inch deck extension also comes standard on the machine. One
unique feature of this scissor lift is its optional
auto-leveling capabilities, which is designed to
set up in minutes on any terrain.
Capable of operating on rough terrains, the
TP 9000 is towable at highway speeds and no
trailer is required for transport. Powered by
two 12-volt heavy-duty deep-cycle batteries,
the PLE TP 9000 features an on-board battery
charger for uninterrupted operation. PLE TP
9000 utilizes PLC logic with text and audible
alarms for operator control and machine
diagnostics. Other features include a nonskid deck, outrigger shutdown switches, tilt sensor, adjustable lowering speed control, and emergency lowering valve.
Optional equipment on the PLE TP 9000 are the hunting and camouflage package to create a portable hunting blind, a 2,500-watt
Honda generator, light towers, outrigger roller kit, and vegetablegrade hydraulic oil.
www.portableliftequipment.com

Rayco-Wylie i3500 Rated Capacity Indicator

w Sainte-Foy, Quebec-based Rayco-Wylie Systems introduces the allnew i3500 rated capacity indicator, which is a derivative of the i3000.
The display is identical to the i3000.
“Easy to use, it provides all the crane indications you need and
has advanced optional features
such as data collection and remote
transmission,” says Frank Beardsley,
technical director for Rayco-Wylie
Systems. “The system is extremely
flexible. Owners can add such options as data-logging, hook height,
rope speed, and range limiting. The i3500 is the newest complete
crane information center.”
Designed for OEMs, the i3500 is fully CANbus with “plug and play”
sensors for a quick installation and can be precalibrated. The calibration requires no extra hand-held device as it is performed using the

Telescopic Handlers

Straight Mast Forklifts & EZ Loader Trucks

W

ith the power to lift up
to 12,000 lbs., the Xtreme
line of Telescopic Handlers can
tackle anything you can throw
at them, from unloading a semi
of blocks, to a truck loaded
with trusses. Xtreme machines
come standard with Quick
Attach for fast changes between
a standard carriage, swing
carriage, pallet forks, utility
bucket, truss boom, and many
other attachments.

Building Machines
to the Xtreme
ut
Ask Abosive
s
Our Ma 67 Foot
lbs. –
12,000

67
XRM1o2pic
Telesc r
Handle

Xtreme’s EZ Loader Delivery
Trucks that can haul up to
24,000 lbs. and come with bed
lengths up to 26 feet. With
low‑bed height EZ Loader
trucks feature simple to load
dove‑tail lifts.
Xtreme also manufactures
Straight‑Mast
Rough Terrain
Forklifts that can
lift up to 12,000
lbs. to a height of
up to 30 feet.

Dual Hydraulic
Cylinders for
Improved
Control & Lift

Heavy Duty Rollers
for Long Life and
Low Maintenance

Call Xtreme Manufacturing at
(800) 497-1704 or visit
www.XtremeManufacturing.com
for product information on
Telescopic Handlers, Straight‑
Mast Forklifts and EZ Loader
Custom Delivery Trucks.
Xtreme’s XRM1267 is pictured loading into a fifth story window.

1714 W. Bonanza Rd., Las Vegas, NV 89106
www.XtremeManufacturing.com
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u New

Products

display keypad. The i3500 accommodates worldwide users with
nine languages to choose from, a unit of measure selection, and
international symbol keypad.
The i3500 will also be available in the retrofit market. In rental fleet
applications, for example, it can be used to integrate the company’s
own crane lifting information with the existing crane CANbus network and transmit this combined data (including GPS location) to
the fleet manager. This is an indispensable tool for any fleet manager as this will permit a better assessment of crane utilization and
will improve the maintenance cycles of each crane.
www.raycotech.com

RMI ADVANTAGE Software Solution

w RMI Corp., Avon, Conn., announces that Rolls Scaffold and High
Reach, Oxnard, Calif., and Lewis Equipment Co., Dallas, Texas, have
selected the RMI ADVANTAGE software solution. This software is
designed to address business and operational needs for equipment
rental, sales, and service companies.
Rolls Scaffold provides scaffold and high-reach equipment in Central and Southern California, and Lewis Equipment provides turnkey
crane and elevator services and equipment to the heavy construction industry nationwide. Each organization will use ADVANTAGE
to address various business needs in rental management, service
management, sales, parts, inventory management, accounting, and
financial reporting.
Built upon Microsoft's Dynamics-NAV, the ADVANTAGE Solution

and
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performs end-to-end with business, providing better efficiency in
daily operations. The RMI ADVANTAGE operates in Windows and is
able to fully integrate with other Microsoft products, including Outlook, Excel, Access, Work, and MapPoint.
www.rmiusa.com

APEM 8000 Series Joysticks

w APEM Components, Inc., Haverhill, Mass, a leading manufacturer
of high-quality miniature and industrial
switches, has announced the release of its
switch-based, rugged joysticks. APEM’s 8000
Series joysticks operate using snap-acting switch technology offering one or two
axis control with single step or progressive
switching.
The 8000 Series features micro switches
with normally open and closed contacts in
single- and double-pole configurations. The
product is offered with gold-plated contacts
for high reliability switching at low current
levels. All products are supplied with 150-mm long, twisted wires
with tinned ends. Custom wire and connector assemblies are available upon request.
The 8000 series joysticks are self-centering and require a force of
1.3N to move from center. Higher and lower force options are also
available. These joysticks are sealed to IP65 above the panel and can

Glacier Computer Magnum Series

w Amherst, N.H.-based Glacier Computer has introduced its Magnum Series of computers specifically designed for use in the construction industry.
The Magnum can be mounted in a variety of work environments, including on cranes and forklifts, because it is engineered
to withstand shock, vibration, dust, and moisture. Additionally, the
Magnum can be mounted outside in a fixed location and used as a
time clock at a temporary
work location.
The Magnum is an Intel-based PC traditionally
configured with either XP
Pro or XP Embedded. An
array of standard I/O allows for attaching numerous peripherals, including
portable printers for producing work orders and employee ID card readers. WAN cards and
GPS accessories provide easy data transfer from the worksite and
constant vehicle mapping and location data.

	Unlike traditional laptop solutions, the Glacier Magnum is sealed
with no fans or vents. Each unit has a touch screen and high-bright
display for ease of use – even with a gloved hand.
All units accept and easily run traditional Windows software applications, and they are available with a variety of processor, RAM,
and hard drive options.
www.glaciercomputer.com

Effer USA 305 Knuckleboom Crane

w North American Lifting Equipment, the Effer USA representative in
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, introduces
model 305. The knuckleboom
crane is an all-new design in the
190,000-foot-pound class. The
crane is available with up to eight
hydraulic extensions and various
light and heavy duty fly-jibs.
Among the crane’s key features
are oil regeneration for higher extension speed and an automatic
extension cylinder shock absorbing feature to reduce load oscillations. Other standard features
include a rotation bearing, oil
cooler, electronic overload device, and radio remote control. n
www.efferusa.com
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be drop-in mounted or assembled from behind the panel.
Typical applications include wireless controls for cranes, heavy
machinery, and various field operations.
www.apem.com

Accident
ALERT Increasing awareness for those who operate lifting equipment.

Photo by Christian Murdock, The Gazette

Dropped Load — Fort Carson, Colo.
One worker was killed and several were injured after a crawler
crane dropped a concrete girder, which hit the walls of a building
under construction on a military base and showered chunks of concrete onto workers and equipment below.
The 39-year-old worker who died was on the ground at the time
of the accident and was hit by falling concrete. He was pronounced

W est
Pinned by Machine — Live Oaks, Calif.
A welder driving a forklift nearly lost his leg
when he hit the edge of a drainage ditch in the
road and rolled the machine. Employees at a
nearby towing company heard the man calling
for help and found him in the ditch trapped
underneath the machine.
As the machine tipped, the man tried to
jump off the forklift, but a part of the machine
sliced through his leg near the ankle, breaking
the bone and nearly detaching his foot, witnesses said. It also speared his thigh.
Fire crews used compressed air bags to lift
the forklift. The tow truck company’s employees helped by hooking a truck to the forklift. It
took about an hour to stabilize the man before
he was freed. Witnesses said the man remained
and
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dead at a local hospital. Another worker was in the platform of a
boom lift helping to guide the girder in place. He suffered severe injuries when he was thrown from the platform and was hit by debris.
He was flown to a hospital and was listed in critical condition. Two
other workers received minor injuries but were in good condition.
The accident will be investigated by the Army Corps of Engineers,
military safety officials, and OSHA. – The Gazette

calm and talked with rescuers the entire time.
The man was later flown to a medical center in
order to save his leg.
OSHA was called to investigate the accident,
but its probe was postponed because the welder does not have any employees at his shop.
– www.santacruzsentinel.com

Tipover — Roy, Utah
A 200-foot crane tipped over in a mobile
home park, crushing two homes and leaving
the cab of the truck suspended 40 feet in the
air. Workers were using the crane to remove
tree limbs at the time of the accident. The rear
outriggers failed as the crane lifted a limb that
was too heavy, pulling the boom down and
lifting the front of the crane in the air.
The boom and the tree limb landed on two
trailers, destroying them. They were not occu-

pied at the time of the accident. The operator,
who was not injured, climbed down from the
elevated cab before the authorities arrived.
A deputy fire chief said about 10 to 15 gallons of fuel and hydraulic fluid leaked from
the crane. Firefighters evacuated several
homes. Two other cranes were brought in to
upright the crane that had tipped over.
– The Salt Lake Tribune

tipover — West Valley City, Utah
A 16-year-old boy died after being pinned
by a forklift. The boy was killed after the forklift he was operating tipped over and pinned
him underneath it, police said. He was attempting to move rolled up sheets of aluminum at the time of the accident.
The teenager died before police arrived.
They are investigating the cause of the accident

and whether or not the teen should have been
operating the forklift. – The Salt Lake Tribune

northeast
Highway — Hardwick, Mass.
Traffic was detoured for more than an hour
and a train was delayed after a boom truck
struck a railroad bridge. The crane was headed
out of town, and the driver attempted to go under the 12-foot railroad bridge. However, the
crane hit the bridge, which damaged the machine and the overhead structure. Firefighters
were called to the accident because hydraulic
fluid from the crane had spilled onto the road.
The driver did not appear to be injured.
The bridge had obvious scrapes from the
incident, and a crew from the railroad told officials that they would not bring a train across
after assessing the damage. Instead, the train
was backed up and parked. – telegram.com
Tipover — Salem, N.H.
OSHA is investigating an incident in which
a scissor lift tipped over backward and fell to
the ground, injuring a 20-year-old construction worker. The man and another co-worker
were sanding an exterior wall of a gym from
the platform, which was elevated about two
stories, when the scissor lift began to rock
back and forth.
One worker was able to lunge and grab the
roof, pulling himself to safety. The other man
went down with the machine, tumbling out of
the platform as it crashed to the ground. The injured worker was taken by fire officials to a local
hospital, but he was later airlifted to Boston.
Federal investigators are determining the
cause of the accident but would not comment
on whether they believe the lift had a mechanical failure. – Eagle-Tribune

that investigators are looking at the slope of
the terrain where the machine turned over,
among other factors. – www.macon.com
Power Line Contact — Ruston, La.
An 18-year-old telehandler operator was
killed when the boom struck a power line.
According to police, bystanders heard the machine hit the power lines and ran over to see
what happened. They saw the operator lying
on the ground. “One of the bystanders took a
tow strap and pulled the victim away from the
vehicle,” police said.
When firefighters arrived, they said they
found the telehandler’s tires on fire. Firefighters started CPR on the operator, and once the
power was shut off, the fire was put out. The
operator was pronounced dead in the hospital
emergency room. – rustonleader.com

midwest

Tipover — West Des Moines, Iowa
A man suffered non-life threatening injuries after a crane fell over at a construction
company’s storage yard. He was standing on

or near the crane while it was being repaired
when the accident occurred. The man was
taken to a local medical center to treat his
injuries.
A fire lieutenant said that although they
are still investigating the incident, they determined the man was caught under some debris. Other workers on-site were able to pull
him out. – Des Moines Register

canada

Tipover — Regina, Saskatchewan
A crane moving a power transformer
toppled onto the roof of a house, causing the
boom to crash through the living areas and
the base of the crane to lift off the ground.
Six people and two dogs were in the house
when the crane tipped over, but no one was
injured. The deck of a neighboring house was
also crushed, and trees and other landscaping
were damaged. A second crane was brought
in to right the toppled machine. The utility
company expects the resident’s homeowners
insurance will cover the damage expenses.
– The Leader-Post n

S o u th

Photo courtesy of a Lift and Access reader.

Tipover — Riverside, Calif.
A drywall contractor, who was not an authorized user, jumped on a scissor lift one weekend on a Southern California jobsite. While he was running the machine, it became unstable. Another co-worker attempted to stabilize the machine with a telehandler, to no avail.
As the machine fell, the scissor lift operator was able to grab an overhead water line and hold
onto it long enough to be rescued. No one was injured in the incident. – Reader Submission
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Tipover — Warner Robins, Ga.
Two men were killed after the 60-foot
boom lift they were standing in toppled over.
The men were working on the flashing near
the roofline of a building about 27 feet in the
air when the machine tipped over. Both were
wearing fall protection and hard hats at the
time of the accident.
The project manager for the site said he
did not know what caused the machine to tip
over, and the OSHA area director said that
it was too early in the investigation to say
exactly what happened. However, he said

Web Watch
Whether it is late-breaking industry news, exclusive Equipment Reviews and On the
Job analysis, guest columns written by industry experts, or editorials by our in-house
editorial staff, Lift and Access 360 and LiftandAccess.com put a wealth of exclusive
online information at our readers’ fingertips. Here’s a snapshot of some recent web-exclusive topics.

Top Stories

General Crane
Expands with New
Locations, Fleet

In the past, Jim Robertson, managing
partner of General Crane USA, Pompano
Beach, Fla., said the five companies that
make up the General Crane family have remained fairly low key. “We’ve stayed under
the radar – but that’s all about to change,”
he said, following last year’s major purchase
of 20 Liebherr all-terrain and telescopic
crawler cranes and 60 Linden Comansa
tower cranes. And Robertson was right; the
dynamics of the company has physically
changed since last fall, growing north of
its home state to Atlanta, Ga., and west to
Houston, Texas.
The five companies that Robertson runs
with partner Jason Retterath – General
Crane USA, United Crane, Hunter Cranes,
Merchant Transport and Cranes, and Las Vegas, Nev.-based Republic Tower and Hoist

Guest Column

SAF-T Conference
Highlights ANSI A92
Changes
By Tony Groat
AWPT North American
Membership Development Director
If you didn’t get to Long Beach to attend
the SAF-T Conference, you missed a great
opportunity to learn about many timely issues that directly impact all parties in the
aerial lift industry, from manufacturers to
operators. One of the topics presented was a
review of changes in ANSI A92.3, A92.5, and
A92.6, covering manually propelled, boomsupported, and self-propelled aerial lifts.
These standards define the responsibilities
for manufacturers, owners, dealers, users,
and
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– operate separately with their own management teams. “They each have their own
niche,” Robertson said. But they had one
common need: The companies required
more machines to keep up with business.
Not only do the companies need more
cranes for their existing projects and clients,
but General Crane USA is also expanding
into industrial applications, such as windmill erection, refinery work, and power
plant construction. “We’re undergoing a
major global expansion, adding mobiles to
all our fleets,” Robertson said. With the new
market segment at hand, he added, “We
wanted to get back into the 100- to 300-ton
crawler cranes.”
For the complete Top Story, visit LiftandAccess.com.
operators, lessees, lessors, and brokers. The
message in any standard can be perceived
as dry and uninspiring, yet these standards
are the foundation on which we run our businesses. Not having fluency in our personal
responsibilities is an accident waiting to happen, particularly when those responsibilities
are defined in the ANSI standards.
At the SAF-T Conference, a detailed comparison between the old and new standards
was reviewed. ANSI A92.3 (manually propelled) and A92.5 (boom supported) were
last revised 16 and 14 years ago, respectively. As much has changed in the industry
during that time, you can imagine that the
number of required updates were significant. A92.6 (self-propelled) was updated
in 1999, so changes to that standard were
not as lengthy. While many updates were
minor in nature, there are many that are
significant.
Visit LiftandAccess.com for a summary of all the ANSI
A92 changes and additions.

Product Spotlight

Brigade Electronics’
Backup Alarms Meet
Strict Noise Restrictions

New York’s construction contractors and
utilities are getting used to the city’s new
noise regulations, which went into effect in
July. But contractors must also plan for the
upcoming January 2008 noise restriction,
which requires quieter backup warning
alarms. Once the new year hits, all utility and construction equipment and trucks
must have an alarm that meets the new
code issued by the city’s Department of
Environmental Protection (DOP) before
they arrive on a jobsite.
The bbs-tek® from Brigade Electronics Inc., New York, N.Y., differs from other
approved alarms in that it uses high-tech
broadband sound as opposed to the
standard tonal bleepers and can be used
in noise-sensitive areas, according to the
company. Although tonal alarms are allowed in parts of the city, the new DOP
regulations do not permit their use near
sensitive areas, such as schools, hospitals,
parks, places of worship, and homes for
the aging.
The bbs-tek broadband sound alarm
emits a sweeping “shh-shh” sound and
can only be heard in the immediate vicinity from where it is emitted. The sound
spans a multi-frequency range from
around 800 Hz to more than 6,000 Hz. The
broadband alarms can be fitted to aerial
lifts and telehandlers, and other lifting
devices equipped with backup alarms.
Most of these are equipped with backup
beepers, which can be replaced with the
quieter broadband alarm. There are three
possibilities: the standard “shh-shh”, a continual alarm used as a horn, like a forklift
inside a factory would use, or even a voicerecorded message, which is used more for
backing up.
“Our bbs-tek offers a win-win solution to
contractors in the city,” said Henry Morgan,
director and general manager of Brigade
Electronics Inc. “Not only do they get a quieter solution which will keep both citizens
and inspectors happy, but bbs-tek offers a
safer solution with sound which is easier to
locate.”
The product has won numerous safety
and environmental awards, including one
from the Society of Automotive Engineers.
Read this Product Spotlight at LiftandAccess.com. n
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Cover Story

Building the Dream
Crane Installer Receives Custom-Designed Home
from ABC’s Extreme Makeover: Home Edition.

Crane installer Jesus Jacobo’s generosity
recently made him the focus of ABC’s Extreme
Makeover: Home Edition, where he was rewarded
with a custom-built seven-bedroom house.

C

By Katie Parrish

ommending co-workers, friends, and family for their hard
work and dedication is often an oversight in our busy lives, but
at times, there are certain people whose efforts simply cannot
be ignored. Jesus Jacobo, a crane installer for Custom Truck
and Equipment, Kansas City, Mo., is one of those people. In
fact, last spring, ABC’s Extreme Makeover: Home Edition caught wind of
Jesus’s generosity and selected his family to receive a 5,396-square-foot,
custom-built dream home.
Family is a priority for Jesus and his wife, Michelle, and working hard
to keep their family together has led to tight financial conditions and
crowded living quarters. With four children of their own, the Jacobos
were comfortably cozy in their 912-square-foot home in Kansas City.
and
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Photo of Jacobo house and family by Times Two Creative.

But four years ago, Michelle received a letter from her 13-year-old niece
who said she and her three siblings were going to be split up in foster
care after their mother lost custody of the children. Unwilling to let this
happen, the Jacobo’s family nearly doubled in size two weeks after the
letter arrived in order to keep the kids together. Since then, Michelle’s
father and a baby niece also moved into the residence, bringing the total
up to 12 people in the house.
The Jacobo’s generosity goes beyond its family. According to Pam
Bobek, personnel director at Custom Truck & Equipment, one of Jesus’s
co-workers had an emergency and needed some quick cash. Despite
the fragility of his family’s own financial situation, Jesus immediately
handed it over. Bobek also said Jesus has given co-workers gas money
and translates for employees who don’t speak English. “He listened to

Standing in front of
their old house, the
Jacobo family is made
up of nine children,
ranging in age from
1 to 18; Jesus and
Michelle; and her
father, Ray.
their concerns and brought them to us,” Bobek said. “He’s just a very
kind person and tries to do a lot for others.”
For the last two years, the crane installer has worked more than 100
hours a week to make ends meet while Michelle, a stay-at-home mom
and aunt, takes care of the kids. “My wife and I put ourselves to the side,”
Jesus said. “We do everything for the kids.”
But living in cramped quarters increasingly wore the Jacobo’s house
down – namely, the sewer lines and plumbing were exhausted. Sleeping arrangements also were no picnic. Jesus and Michelle were sleeping
in their unheated garage. Three of the boys were living in a basement
hallway that was often flooded from the laundry room, and Michelle’s
father, who suffers from hip problems, was sleeping on the hard floor. In
one bedroom, there is no heat, and ice formed on the walls in the winter.

With their small home falling apart, the Jacobos were in danger of losing
their nieces and nephews. “But things completely changed with Extreme
Makeover,” Jesus said.

The long wait

While watching ABC’s Extreme Makeover: Home Edition, the Jacobos
saw that the show was seeking nominations to build a home for a family
in the Kansas City area. “My wife sent in a story about our life,” Jesus said.
“We got an answer in one week to say they wanted to know more.” He
added that ABC was assessing their situation to make sure the Jacobos
weren’t fabricating their story. In January, the show came to shoot a video
with the family. “But then you don’t hear anything for months,” he said.
During the nomination process, Jesus said Extreme Makeover would
report that you are one of 30,000 nominees, then one in 15,000, one in
10,000, and all the way down the line until you learn that you are one of
five families eligible for the new home. “But you really don’t know until
the day that they arrive,” he said. On Sunday, March 11, the Jacobo family
learned that they were selected by Extreme Makeover for the new home.
Greeted that morning by the series’ star Ty Pennington’s notorious bullhorn, a bus transporting the cast and crew of Extreme Makeover: Home
Edition, plus trucks, vans, and trailers lined the streets, ready to demolish,
construct, decorate, and unveil the Jacobo’s new house in only six days.

After tearing down the old house,
a small army of lifting equipment was brought in, including
compact and full-size telehandlers, articulating boom lifts, and
boom trucks, to construct the new
house in only a few days.

Photo by Times Two Creative.
and
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STORY
Midwest Crane brought in its National
1800 boom truck to lift walls and set
beams and floor joists on the new house.

While the show did its magic, the Jacobos were vacationing
– all expenses paid – in Florida.
“I know they haven’t been on vacation before,” Bobek said,
recalling the number of hours Jesus puts into his job each
week. “I’m sure this is a very big treat for them,” she added.

Tight deadlines and site challenges

While the Jacobos were kept in the dark until ABC showed
up with the equipment, others were brought into the loop
a little earlier. According to the Kansas City Star, the Jacobo’s neighbor
across the street learned a week ahead of time that the family was selected
for the show when producers asked permission to set up in her driveway
and front yard.
Builders also were working behind the scenes for several weeks before
the event took place. Local homebuilder Kevin Green Homes, Inc. was responsible for designing the seven-bedroom, seven-and-a-half bath house,
as well as securing building permits and arranging for inspections.
Once construction began, the design-build team was on an incredibly
tight, challenging schedule. Crane operator Vic Lamanno of Kansas City’s
Midwest Crane said one of the biggest causes of stress on this type of job
is working around volunteers who are unfamiliar with crane operation.
On the Jacobo house, Midwest Crane was brought in to lift bundles of

and
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inner and outer walls, set beams across the basement, and set floor joists
with its 40-ton National 1800 boom truck. Lamanno set up the crane in a
neighbor’s yard because the front yard of the new house had been dug up
to run utility lines and rocks had been dumped in the backyard.
“I won’t operate without a signal,” Lamanno said. On this site, signaling
was extremely necessary because he was running the crane in the blind
once the inner and outer walls were in place. The barrage of people working on the site often situated themselves between Lamanno’s line of sight
to the signal person, which made crane operation difficult and slowed the
process. Communication is one area he felt could be improved upon, at
least for crane operators.
Kevin Green, owner of Kevin Green Homes, said that safety was made
a priority on the hectic jobsite. He said he stressed it in pre-construction

Manitex
The Leader In Boom Truck Innovation

More Came...
Meet the new 5096S

Manitex continues its...
commitment to new product development, driven by customer input.
21 new models since 2003.
What’s Your Market?
Need a Taxi? Our latest offering is the most
versatile Manitex yet. The new 5096S Truck
Mounted Crane with 152’ tip height, offset
jib and a strong load chart is an unbeatable
value that replaces traditional, more expensive, solutions.
If it’s Power Distribution, the 124SX,
35124C and 40124S provide the widest selection of options. All three platforms have
man basket heights to 166’.
Heavy Lifts pay the bills? The 40124SHL
provides more capacity at radius than any
boom truck in the market.
If Duty Cycle is the key, all Manitex S- and
SX-Series boom trucks are configured with
feather soft controls for multifunction operation, continuous rotation, retracted outrigger
charts and oil coolers as standard.
Payload necessary? The 26101C weighs
up to 5,000# less than competitive models
and the 30102C provides up to 10,000#
payload on a 54,000 GVWR chassis.
Wireline Work? The 102WL provides 30
ton crane capacity and the 124WL offers
134’ tip height without a jib.

More Models...

Truss work is made efficient with the
2281T, the highest capacity tractor mount
on three axles.
Five new SC-Series models support Sign
Erection and Service with working heights
from 62’ to 97’. Our newest, the SC-85 provides 85’ working height and 12 ton crane
capacity.
New Market Solutions?………Ask Manitex!

All Manitex
Products Backed
by

More Markets...

Comprehensive
Product Support

3000 South Austin Avenue
Georgetown, TX, USA 78627-1609
Telephone 512-942-3000
Facsimile 512-863-3776
www.manitex.com
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Employer support

I

n a previous life, Jesus Jacobo assembled and built conveyors. “I was a
welder for a long time but got out of it,” he said. Two and half years ago, he
applied for a position as a crane installer for Custom Truck and Equipment,
Kansas City, Mo. Although he did not have experience assembling cranes prior
to working at Custom Truck, he said the company allowed him to prove himself.
“I asked them to give me a chance and said, ‘If you don’t like how I work, I’ll
leave,’” he said. If you care about your family, you can do anything, he added.
Jesus has been with the company ever since.
Jesus said Custom Truck supported him through the entire Extreme Makeover:
Home Edition application process. The company paid him for the week he spent
in Florida, sent crews to help build the Jacobo’s new home, and even offered to
donate equipment for the construction. “Fred Ross [the owner] would say ‘Just
don’t give up – follow the dream,’” he said. “Custom Truck is just nice people. It’s
the best job I’ve ever had.”

Advanced LMI technology
for Boom Trucks

Custom Truck and Equipment is one of the largest custom truck and
crane dealers in the Midwest and supplies hydraulic cranes from
Altec, Fassi, IMT, Jabco, National, Prentice, RKI, and Terex.

Introducing the Hirschmann
(PAT) mentor LMI
User-friendly console with large backlit display
Fast and accurate system calibration
Utilizes industry proven CAN bus technology
Complete system in one compact unit
Continuous display of actual/allowable load,
boom length, boom angle and load radius
• Integrated bargraph provides a quick reference
of the crane’s utilization
• System options include, wireless sensors,
working area definition (WADS) and event recorder
• Meets all LMI industry standards
•
•
•
•
•

Call 717-263-7655 today for more information.
Hirschmann Automation and Control Inc.
Electronic Control Systems
1665 Orchard Drive • Chambersburg, PA 17201
Phone: 717-263-7655 Fax: 717-263-7845
Email: ecs@hirschmann-usa.com
www.hirschmann-usa.com

Logo 4 color:
Yellow: 0 - 100 - 30 - 0
Purple: 57 - 100 - 0 - 45
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Booth # G-335

meetings, and he made sure all of his lead workers know how to help volunteers work safely. He also said that the cast and crew from ABC made
safety a priority when discussing the project with Green and other local
construction workers. “There’s a lot more superintending and supervision
on this site than on normal work sites, so we catch a lot of things before
they happen,” he added. “We’re just all very alert.”

Still the same family

ABC unveiled the new home to the Jacobo family on Sunday, March
18, and the episode aired to a billion viewers in 69 countries on May 13.
In addition to the house, the Jacobos received three new cars and full-ride
college scholarships from Missouri Western State University for each of the
nine children. The community also collected money to help pay off the
mortgage on the old, demolished home. In August, Jesus said he was still in
shock. “It’s amazing. It’s just a dream,” he said. “I go outside and still find it
hard to believe.”
But Jesus noted there have been some downsides to the new house. It has
been a target for vandalism and has been egged and toilet papered since it
was built. Additionally, with seven bedrooms, seven-and-a-half baths, two
furnaces, two air conditioners, two refrigerators, and nearly six times more
space, the Jacobo’s utilities have more than doubled. While the home is paid
off, the Jacobos pay the insurance on the new home and the three vehicles
they received from ABC. They are also responsible for the taxes, which
Jesus said will amount to about $10,000.
“We are still the same people as before,” Jesus said. “We still have to work
and pay the bills.” But the one thing he credits Extreme Makeover: Home
Edition with is it helps recipients build themselves up again. n
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Analysis

After the Sale

Gehl offers online ordering for
dealers to have parts shipped
to customers quickly.

Once the equipment is in the customer’s hands, manufacturers still
have a lot of work to do providing service and support.

E

By Erin Whitehead

quipment manufacturers agree: The
job is not finished once an equipment
sale is complete. After-sales support
is an integral part of keeping the
customer satisfied and establishing loyalty.
It seems that equipment manufacturers in
all industry segments – cranes, aerials and
telehandlers – have stepped up their games,
providing conveniences and going the extra
mile to leave their customers satisfied.
Technology such as the internet and cell
phones puts information into the hands of
the consumer much more quickly and conveniently than ever before. No longer does the
Average Joe have to look in the newspaper
for movie listings – typing a couple of words
in Google will get him the information he
needs instantly. Equipment manufacturers also have had to learn to respond to the
new mentality from their customers — the
and
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“I need it now” philosophy that has become
quite common in the business world. It’s easy
to understand in the equipment industry:
Machines that are down is money lost, so
uptime is the key to productivity.
Joe Dixon, global vice president and
general manager for JLG ServicePlus, says
customers are looking for three primary
characteristics when it comes to support:
convenience, speed, and quality. “Today’s
customers’ needs include extending the
useful life of their equipment fleet, having
machines repaired in appropriate hours, providing predictable maintenance, eliminating
paperwork, managing fleet operating costs
with useful data and maximizing revenues,”
Dixon says.
As difficult as it may be to keep up with the
fast-paced world we’ve created, manufacturers
are putting their companies on the line to serve
their customers faster and better than ever.

Online offerings

Online information is nothing new to the
equipment industry. While many manufacturers have had any number of online services
available to their customers for as long as
10 years, the online menu has grown to include almost all information that a customer
or end user may need on a daily basis, from
equipment manuals to warranty information.
Manufacturers saw the potential in the online
sector and took the opportunity to further
provide for their customers.
“At the risk of dating myself, I remember
when we took a phone call and mailed information to customers because we didn’t have Federal Express, fax, or an internet connection,” says
Steve Gooding, director of technical support at
Redmond, Wash.-based Genie Industries. “The
ultimate driver constantly stepping up our level
of support is our customers’ uptime. Machine
utilization is the greatest contributor to our

Manitowoc has Crane CARE technical
support located in 20 locations across
the globe to quickly service its customers, no matter how remote the location.

Snorkel USA, St. Joseph, Mo., began offering more extensive online offerings because
of customer requests. Dave Smith, director of
product support for Snorkel, says that providing extensive online information streamlines
the process of getting it to customers – saving
everyone involved time and money. This same

theory also applies to online parts ordering.
Smith says that as companies realize the cost
of carrying extensive parts in the warehouse,
companies have evolved to make smaller and
more frequent parts orders. Online parts ordering capabilities eliminate complications
with customers across the country – and
across the world – that may not be able to get
in touch during regular business hours. Smith
says online ordering is all about the ease of doing business.
“You have to be able to be easy to work with
and streamline the customer’s process of getting that part in their hands, and that’s where
everybody is going – the e-commerce,” he says.
“At this point, it’s necessary to be competitive.”
McConnellsburg, Pa.-based JLG Industries’
Online Express parts ordering system provides
increased accuracy and turnaround time verses
the alternate methods of phone calls and faxes,
according to Dixon of JLG ServicePlus. “That
was where the industry was evolving to and
it’s about speed with our customers,” he says.
“It’s a much more efficient way – it improves
JLG ServicePlus locations provide
customers with local support to obtain
parts the same day and repair machines
to maximize uptime.
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customers’ return on investment, and we need
to do what we can to help enable that.”
Lexington, Ky.-based Link-Belt Construction Equipment has an exclusive online program for its crane owners, Link-Belt Preferred.
This online offering allows users 24/7 access
to online parts, service, operator’s manuals,
and technical bulletins; an interactive ground
bearing pressure site; and more. The company
not only offers current product brochures and
specifications for its equipment, but archived
product literature for older models as well.
Constant updates mean the information is
always current, when printed materials and
CDs might not be.
John Toher, Link-Belt’s director of customer support, says customer expectations
have changed over the years. “The customer’s
expectation today, I think, is much higher not
only in terms of the level of customer support
but the speed of customer support,” he says.
“And that is the gap that the Link-Belt Preferred system fills. I think we live in a highly
competitive world, and the expectation level
in every sector of life has risen in terms of the
level of service and the speed of service. We
have to be conscious of that and make sure
we’re continuing to meet that need.”

u Analysis

To ensure that customers get high levels of support, Manitowoc offers a network of contact centers with 24/7 phone support.
their timing, and it helps us to become more
efficient in getting them what they want.”
The web-based version of Online Express
was launched by the company in 1998. Mostly
though, Dixon believes in tailoring service to
customers’ needs. JLG also offers back-office
systems solutions, providing paperless connectivity with its ordering and invoicing system.
Its partnership with SmartEquip allows Online
Express and other JLG systems to connect to
RentalMan and other equipment company
systems to streamline invoicing parts ordering
inventory management and reference materials. This provides a significant cost savings in
processing and it enhances the capabilities for
tracking and analysis for JLG customers.
“All of our processes – whether they’re
online, manual or personal – are designed
to increase customer satisfaction, that’s the
key issue,” Dixon says. “We strive to be easy
to do business with, and we have a variety of
customers with a variety of preferences of how
they want to do business. We do not believe
there’s a one-size-fits-all answer.”

In the field

While the online extras are an added bonus
for the customer and a necessity for equipment
and
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diagnostics, Steve Kirst, telehandler product
manager for Gehl, West Bend, Wis., believes
this is a double-edged sword. “Computer-based
troubleshooting, although available on a 24/7
basis, can only assist with previously known issues,” he says. “On the other hand, nothing can
beat the more personal one-on-one problem
solving, which cannot be found using a typical
search engine.” Sometimes it takes a live service

“We have a variety of customers with
a variety of preferences of how they
want to do business,” says JLG’s Joe
Dixon. “We do not believe there’s a
one-size-fits-all answer.”
technician to come on-site to repair equipment.
Extensive service networks allow companies to
be positioned strategically to quickly reach the
customer to solve the problem.
For Gehl, one-on-one problem solving is
arranged through 12 customer support managers that are based in the field, as well as 20
factory-based personnel trained to handle any
and all parts, service, warranty, and product-

related issues. Gehl’s network of independently owned dealers are supported with, or
by, online parts, service, and sales support as
well as real-time personal contact with on-staff
factory representatives.
Snorkel’s Smith says that customers expect immediacy, whether it’s over the phone
troubleshooting, parts ordering, or in-thefield service. “They are expecting us to have
the parts on the shelf to be able to ship to them
for next-day air service; they’re expecting us to
be able to troubleshoot and fix their machines
over the phone because obviously travel to and
from locations is very costly and it’s timely,” he
says. If a machine is down in the field, the expectation is for someone to be in their facility
in a short period of time, Smith says. Snorkel
has five field agents strategically placed near
major hub airports – one each in Arizona, Virginia, Kansas, and Ohio and two in California
– so that they can get to those locations as soon
as possible, ideally within 24 hours.
Manitowoc Crane Group, Manitowoc, Wis.,
has an extensive service and support network
through its Crane CARE customer support
division. Crane CARE’s goal is to minimize
downtime and give superior customer service.
“It’s one thing to take care of the crane,” says

John Bittner, director of marketing for Manitowoc Crane CARE. “It’s quite another to take
care of the customer.”
The company’s Crane CARE services cover
five aspects of crane ownership: parts; service
and technical support; technical publications; training; and EnCORE, the company’s
branded rebuild, repair, remanufacture and
exchange program. Crane CARE’s network
of global distributors has been assembled to
provide MCG’s customers with efficient field
repair services, no matter how remote the
location. Technical support from Manitowoc
Crane CARE is strategically located in 20 locations across the globe, and customer support
representatives are located in key areas around
the world to assist distributors and customers
on day-to-day technical issues. According to
Crane CARE, product service engineers can
be dispatched within hours to perform onsite evaluations of major components and
develop step-by-step procedures to perform
any needed repairs to OEM standards.
JLG’s network of ServicePlus locations provides JLG customers with local support to obtain parts the same day in order to accelerate
completion of their service and repair backlog
to maximize uptime. The company has four
ServicePlus locations in the United States and
one in France, with sales and service centers
in Europe. Dixon says the company is in the
process of evaluating further expansion in
Europe and the United States.

offers machine reconditioning options to customers who have rebuilding needs. Smith says
the company thinks about customers who
own Snorkel equipment that may have bought
it used. “So we may have a customer that we
haven’t done business with, ever, that may
have a machine third- or fourth-hand that still
needs parts,” he says. “We do everything we
can, regardless of how old the machine is or
how non-current the components are, we do
everything we can to service that machine.”
Customers notice when companies go

above and beyond the call of duty in the
name of good customer service, and manufacturers pride themselves on providing the
best service to customers in whatever form
is best for the customer, whether it’s email,
online, or face-to-face. Gehl’s Krist summed
up a point of view that is echoed by all
manufacturers time and again. “It is Gehl’s
philosophy that ‘sales’ sells the first machine,
but it is our aftermarket support that solidifies our relationship with our customers that
keeps them loyal for generations,” he says. ■

Quick, Easy Operation!
Anytime, Anywhere!

Extra credit

Hy-Brid Lifts
Custom Equipment, Inc.
www.hybridlifts.co m

P:1-866-334-0756
F:1-262-334-5658
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Beyond the traditional offerings, manufacturers have additional programs, such as
training, remanufacturing, and reconditioning
operations to further meet customer needs at
every phase of the business cycle. Link-Belt’s
Master Technician Training Program is designed to bring training to the company’s
distributor mechanics. The program has been
around for about 25 years and teaches mechanics from the ground up.
“It’s a phased learning program that starts
with the very basics that aren’t productspecific to Link-Belt, and any mechanic can
benefit,” Toher says. “Once that phase is
completed, then they can move onto a second
phase that’s more product-specific in terms
of Link-Belt products, and then onto a third
phase that’s systems oriented.” The program is
a combination of self study, field training, and
factory training.
Snorkel’s manufacturing facility in Kansas

Official Rules

The Mission and Judging Methodology
for the LLEAP Awards

T

he objective of the Leadership in Lifting Equipment and Aerial Platforms (LLEAP)
Award is to recognize products, accessories, or design concepts that are considered
innovative and/or have advanced the state of the lift and access industry. In order for a
product to qualify for consideration in the competition, it must have been introduced
and/or delivered to the market between April 1, 2006, and March 31, 2007.
LLEAP entries were sorted into six categories, encompassing each area of lifting and access
equipment and their related components. These categories include:
• Aerial work platforms, such as self-propelled
boom or scissor lifts, and trailer- or truckmounted aerials;
• Material handlers, such as rough-terrain telescopic handlers or straight mast forklifts;
• Cranes, including rough-terrain, all-terrain,
truck cranes, boom trucks, or self erectors;
• Optional equipment, attachments, or accessories introduced on a new or existing aerial

work platform, material handler, or crane;
• Safety features or operating systems (electric, hydraulic, or mechanical) introduced on
a new or existing aerial work platform, material handler, or crane. Feature or system may
have been developed by either the OEM or a
supplier; and
• Miscellaneous products, such as trailers, support equipment, components, and training aids.

There IS a safer
alternative to working
at higher heights....
Bronto Skylift truck-mounted aerials
are available for sale or rent with:

•
•
•
•

352/895-1109
www.bronto.fi
and
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The Lift and Access editorial staff condensed the information submitted to distribute to a select panel of judges who are involved in a number of fields related to lift and
access equipment, including national and
independent rental organizations, general
contracting, wholesale re-rental, equipment
sales, safety, and consulting. The combined
practical experience of the judging panel exceeds 300 years in the lifting equipment and
access industry. Additionally, the Lift and Access staff voted on the LLEAP Award entries.

Judging instructions

Using a ballot system, judges were asked to
rank only those product categories in which
they felt qualified. If judges selected a specific category to rate, they were asked to consider all entries found in the category. Judges
were asked to make four individual rankings
for each product, awarding a score of 1 to 10
– with 10 being the highest – for each product in each attribute below, providing explanation or comment where necessary.

Working heights to over 300 ft.
Horizontal reach to over 102 ft.
Platform capacities to 1500 lbs
Insulated and non-insulated
models available

• Innovation: How innovative is this product?
• Influence: Will the product influence the
market in a positive manner?
• Benefit: Will this product have a benefit to
the owner and/or operator?
• Leadership: Is the manufacturer a leader in
the industry?

Available for sale or rent from:

The Lift and Access staff then tallied the
votes and took the average of the rankings.
Although the judges were selected for their
professional, unbiased opinions, the staff
threw out the highest and lowest scores to
eliminate any unintended bias. Based on
the rankings, one gold winner (formerly
first place) and one silver winner (formerly
runner up) were selected in each category.
Additionally, two overall winners – one
original equipment manufacturer and one
support product or service – were selected
as the overall winners for best all-around
product innovation. n

ACME LIFT COMPANY
www.acmelift.com
877/254-0650

HINKEL EQUIPMENT
800/689-9365
www.hinkrent.com

ASPEN EQUIPMENT
800/888-7671
www.aspenequipment.com

NESCO SALES & RENTALS
800/252-004
www.nescosales.com

EXCEL SALES AND RENTALS
951/676-0546

HYCOTEC, INC. (Canada)
905/309-5111

Award Entries

2007 LLEAP Awards Final Scores

A

s the Lift and Access staff received the 2007 LLEAP entries in
June, then obtained the judges’ scores and comments in July,
and finally tallied up the results in August, it was apparent
from the beginning that many of the products entered in the
2007 LLEAP Awards program are winners. Although there
is room for only one winner in each category, many of the entries
were equally as worthy as the products that received the Best Overall,
Gold, and Silver awards in their respective categories.
This year marked one of the most innovative ever in terms of product and service introductions, and as a result, two products tied as
the Best Overall winner. These products – the Grove GTK1100 and
Trojan Battery Co. Plus Series battery line – couldn’t be further from
each other in design and use, but they both demonstrate leadership,
innovation, and benefit to the end user.
The Grove GTK1100 crane has been one of the most talked about

cranes since the company announced its introduction last fall. Crane
experts who judged the LLEAP Awards called this machine innovative, impressive, eye-catching, and revolutionary – a perfect example
of what a winner should be.
Trojan Battery’s introduction of its Plus Series just barely made the
cut-off for entry in the LLEAP Awards. As a leader in the industry,
Trojan Battery offers a product that is innovative in its design and aims
to improve battery life for aerial work platforms it is incorporated in,
according to our judges. Influence, innovation, leadership, and benefit
are key to winning the LLEAP Awards, and Trojan excels in all areas.
The Best Overall winners are just two of the innovative products entered in the 2007 LLEAP Awards. The following is an overview of the
entries in each category with scores, placement, and the page you can
read about the LLEAP Award winners in this issue of Lift and Access.
Manufacturer websites are also listed to provide more information. n

2007 LLEAP Awards Overall Scores
Company Name
Product
Average Score Award Winner Page Number
Website
Aerial Lifts							
Bronto Skylift
S-331HLA Truck-Mounted Aerial Lift
31.3
Gold
50
www.bronto.fi
Genie Industries
Z-40/23N Electric Articulating Boom Lift
31
Silver
58
www.genieindustries.com
Genie Industries
GS-3232 Electric Scissor Lift
30.1			
www.genieindustries.com
JLG Industries
1230ES Elevating Mast Aerial Work Platform
29.8			
www.jlg.com
Custom Equipment
Hybrid HB1430 Electric Scissor Lift
29.4			
www.hybridlifts.com
Elliott Equipment
E120 Truck-Mounted Aerial Lift
29.3			
www.elliottequip.com
Reachmaster
Hinowa LL63 Compact Track-Based Aerial Lift
28.6			
www.reachmaster.com
Teupen America
Leo 23GT Track-Mounted Spider Lift
27.8			
www.spiderlifts.com
Reachmaster
Hinowa LL46 Compact Track-Based Aerial Lift
27.6			
www.reachmaster.com
Aichi USA
ISR 70J Track-Mounted Aerial Lift
26.6			
www.aichiusa.com
Snorkel International
AB85RJ Articulating Boom Lift
25.2			
www.snorkelusa.com
Material Handlers							
Xtreme Manufacturing
XRM1267 Telehandler
31
Gold
52
www.xtrememanufacturing.com
Caterpillar
TL-Series Telehandlers
28.9
Silver
58
www.cat.com
Genie Industries
GTH-1056 Telehandler
28.8			
www.genieindustries.com
Gehl
RS5-19 Telehandler
28.3			
www.gehl.com
Mustang Manufacturing
519 Telehandler
26.6			
www.mustangmfg.com
Cranes							
Manitowoc Crane Group
GTK1100 Crane
33.3
Best Overall
46
www.manitowoccranegroup.com
Liebherr Cranes
LTM 11200-9.1 All-Terrain Crane
32.6
Silver
59
www.liebherr.com
Liebherr Cranes
LR 11350 Crawler Crane
31.4			
www.liebherr.com
Link-Belt Construction Equipment
RTC-8090 Rough-Terrain Crane
30.9			
www.linkbelt.com
Tadano America
ATF220G-5 All-Terrain Crane
30.8			
www.tadanoamerica.com
Optional Equipment, Attachments or Accessories							
Loegering
QTS-Quad Track System
31
Gold
54
www.loegeringqts.com
Star Industries
Model 1208GLZR Glazier Work Platform
30.7
Silver
60
www.starindustries.com
Pewag Chain
Grade 120 Self-Locking Hook
28.3			
www.pewagchain.com
Pewag Chain
Grade 100 One-Inch Chain and Components
28			
www.pewagchain.com
JLG Industries
Fork-Mounted Work Platform
26			
www.jlg.com
Safety Features or Operating Systems							
DBI-Sala
i-Safe Intelligent Safety System
32.7
Gold
56
www.capitalsafety.com
Kar-Tech
Mini Line of Radio Remote Controls
32.6
Silver
60
www.kar-tech.com
Rayco Wylie Systems
i3000 Rated Capacity Indicator
32.3			
www.raycotech.com
Hirschmann
PRS 40 EZ Mobile Crane Indicator
32.3			
www.hirschmann-ac.com
Miscellaneous Products							
Trojan Battery Co.
Plus Series
33.3
Best Overall
48
www.trojanbattery.com
Up-N-Atom
Retriever No Idle System
32.7
Silver
61
www.upnatom.com
Wachovia Insurance
Aerial Lift Insurance Program
30.8			
www.wachovia.com
The Crosby Group
Vitalife Wire Rope Lubricant
30			
www.thecrosbygroup.com
Genie-Terex
HFT 70RS Equipment Trailer
28.9			
www.terex.com
Aerial Wrap
Aerial Lift Cover
28.3			
www.aerialwrap.com
Arxcis
Hard Hat Training
27.3			
www.arxcis.com		
and
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judges’ profiles
Phil Bishop

Company: Phil Bishop Media Services
Title: Industry Correspondent
Phil Bishop is an industry correspondent
for Lift and Access and sister publication
Crane Hot Line. He
has been writing about
engineering and construction for 20 years in
a wide range of publications, both in his native
United Kingdom and
internationally, and has
reported on construction projects from every continent. In recent
years, Bishop has developed a particular
knowledge of the crane industry, having
been editor of Cranes Today for seven years.
In addition to technical writing and
reporting, Bishop also runs a media services
bureau, advising companies on marketing,
communications, and publicity strategies.
Because Tadano Ltd. is a media services client, this conflict of interest prevented him
from voting for the Tadano ATF 220G-5.

Stephan Brown

Company: Modern Equipment Sales &
Rental Company
Title: Vice President of Sales
Stephan Brown has been involved in the
crane and access industry for more than 30
years and has spent almost 20 years with 100percent employee-owned Modern Equipment
Sales & Rental Co.,
Bristol, Pa. He has been
involved in all aspects of
Modern’s sales department, starting as an
outside sales rep and
moving up to his current position as vice
president of sales.
Modern represents various manufacturers in its five divisions that each specialize in different types of equipment. Brown
works for the Modern Equipment Sales &
Rental division, which specializes in roughterrain forklifts, aerial work platforms, cranes,
and ground-engaging equipment. Operating
and
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in 10 locations in the Mid-Atlantic region,
each location in this division offers a wide
selection of rental equipment in addition to
its sales and service operations.
Brown is an NCCCO certified crane
operator, and he has served as president of
the Delaware Valley Associated Equipment
Dealers.

Joe Geraghty

Company: North American Rentals
Title: Co-Owner
Joe Geraghty has been involved in the aerial lift industry for 27 years. His expertise is
in administration and sales, having served as
manager, general manager, and president of a
variety of lift equipment
providers. In 1983, Joe
became the second high
lift broker in North
America and helped set
the quality standards
for equipment brokering that are still in use
today.
Currently, he is co-owner of North
American Rentals with locations in Norcross,
Ga., and Rockford, Ill., which focuses on
fulfilling equipment dealers’ needs for capital-intensive machines, including 110- to
125-foot boom lifts from JLG Industries and
Genie Industries. Geraghty is also owner and
president of Dealer Alliance Corp. and coowner of Area Rental and Sales.

construction battalion in San Diego – Kaplan
became a material-handling instructor and
trainer. He is a certified crane operator with
the National Commission for Certified Crane
Operators, holding all four specialties.

Lift and Access Staff

Company: Maximum Capacity Media
Title: President and Publisher, Editorial
Director, Editor, Managing Editor and
Senior Editor
Guy Ramsey has been involved with virtually all phases of the lift and access industry,
including starting up
what would become
one of the largest rental companies in the
world. More recently,
he was the publisher of
The Lift Leader magazine and established
the Equipment Rodeo,
which has taken its Guy Ramsey
present form as the Lift and Access Showcase.
Tracy Bennett has been writing about lifting equipment since 1992. Formerly the editor
of CraneWorks and Lift Equipment magazines
and current editor of Crane Hot Line, she has
a keen understanding of this market niche.

Howard Kaplan

Company: Southwest Industrial Rigging
Title: Safety Manager
Howard Kaplan is the safety manager for
Southwest Industrial Rigging in Phoenix, Ariz.
He has an extensive background in the heavy
equipment industry as an
operator and instructor.
After working for more
than 13 years as a heavy
equipment operator for
the Navy – 10 of which
involved cranes and
material-handling equipment for an amphibious

Tracy Bennett

Katie Parrish

Katie Parrish has been a writer and editor
focused on the lifting equipment industry
since 2001. As the former managing editor
of Lift Equipment and CraneWorks magazines
and current editor of Lift and Access, she
has experience developing in-depth content
centered on owner and operator trends and
industry news and events.
Erin Whitehead has been involved in trade
publishing since 2003 and spent three years as
associate editor of Rental Equipment Register.
She has been with Maximum Capacity Media
since April 2007.

THINK OUTSIDE
THE
…
Company: United Rentals, Inc.
Title: District Manager, New England
High Reach

Erin Whitehead

Lucy Perry

Lucy Perry has spent more than a decade
in transportation and construction publishing and marketing. She served for seven
years as associate publisher and managing editor of Asphalt Contractor and editor
and publisher of Bridge Builder. She joined
Maximum Capacity Media in 2005.

Jim Mango

Company: Six & Mango Equipment, LLP
Title: President
Although Jim Mango has only been
president of Six & Mango Equipment, LLP,
a general rental and sales company with
locations in Dallas and Frisco, Texas, since
2005, he has a long history in the equipment
industry. Formerly the
founder and president
of Mango Equipment
Co., Inc., a distributorship in Dallas, Texas,
and Shreveport, La.,
Mango ran one of the
leading independent distributors of telescopic handlers in the United States for 21 years
before it was acquired by United Rentals in
1999. Prior to the sale of Mango Equipment
Co., the company’s telehandler rental fleet
was in excess of 200 units, while retail sales of
new and used telehandlers averaged an additional 200-plus machines annually. Mango
re-entered the equipment rental and retail
business in 2005 upon expiration of a contractual non-compete agreement.
Six & Mango Equipment specializes in smallto medium-sized construction equipment,
offering sales, service, rental, parts, and tireservice capabilities. Brands represented by the
company include Gehl telescopic handlers,
Mustang skid steer loaders, Kubota tractors,
and other compact construction equipment.

Literally unheard of a decade ago, United
Rentals is one of the biggest names in equipment rental today. For the past five years,
Kevin Parr has been
the district manager
of the New England
High Reach division at
United Rentals. Prior
to this position, he
was a fleet manager
with the company and
spent 20 years in various positions at AWP manufacturer UpRight
and Horizon High Reach.
At present, Parr manages a fleet of 11,000
machines, including aerial lifts, telehandlers, industrial forklifts, specialty lifts, small
boom trucks, and industrial cranes. Brands
represented are Genie, JLG, Skyjack, Grove
Crane, UpRight, MEC, Denka Lift, Snorkel,
Terex, Lull, Gradall, SkyTrak, Gehl, Elliott
Equipment, Komatsu, and Broderson.

Matt Rocca

Company: GAR Equipment Corp.
Title: President and CEO
Since the late 1970s, family-owned and
operated GAR Equipment, South Plainfield,
N.J., has provided aerial work platforms,
telehandlers, and industrial cranes to contractors in the Northeast. Matt Rocca has
worked for GAR in just about every capacity
– service, trucking, financial, sales and marketing, and management – for the last 26
years, until he became
the president and
CEO. Rocca is active
in a number of local
and national trade
associations, including the Drywall &
Ceiling Association, Masonry Association,
and the American Rental Association. He
also was the past president of the American

Rely on What’s INSIDE!

ALWAYS RIGHT FROM
DESIGN TO DELIVERY…
Ohio Electric Motors!
From design to delivery, Ohio Electric is the
right choice for permanent magnet, wound
field, specialized units (e.g. hydraulic pump
and explosion proof), battery powered or
any other DC motor.
Standard Motors :
• 42, 48, 56 and 180 frame sizes
• 1/8 through 7 HP
• 500-4,000 RPM
• 12-128 Volts
Wound Field Motors:
• 4.5"- 8" Diameters
• 1-10HP
• 12-72 Volts
• 1000- 4500 RPM
Permanent Magnet DC Motors
for Battery Power Applications
• 42, 48, 56 and 180 frame sizes
• 1/8 – 7HP
• 12-128 Volts
• 500- 4,000 RPM
Motor Design/Production Capabilities
• Custom Mounting Configurations
• Built to SCR, UL, CSA, etc. rating needs
• NEMA Standards and special requests
• Engineering Staff to help with
application needs
Fast Response /Short Lead Times?
• Order hundreds or one, no minimum
order!
• Standard models quick ship from stock
• Custom models ready in 6-8 weeks
or less
• JIT and KAN BAN Deliveries Available
Ohio Electric is THE RIGHT MOTOR CHOICE.

828/626-2901
www.ohioelectricmotors.com
www.hbdindustries.com
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Kevin Parr

u judges’ profiles
Subcontractors Association of New Jersey
and a national board member.
GAR Equipment’s fleet size currently averages more than 1,000 units. Lifting equipment
manufacturers represented include Terex,
Genie, JLG, Skyjack, Grove, HydraPlatform,
and Hudson Brothers.

Steve Shaughnessy
Company: Ashtead Plant Hire Co.
Title: Managing Director, Specialist
Equipment

Steve Shaughnessy is the managing director
of Ashtead Plant Hire
Company’s Specialist
Equipment business in
the United Kingdom,
but his past involvement in the U.S. crane
and aerial lift industries
is quite notable.
From 1987 to 1998,
Shaughnessy was the vice president and later
the president of Shaughnessy Crane Service.
From there, he went to NES Rentals and
moved up the chain from regional vice president to chief operating officer before his
departure in 2003. Shaughnessy’s involvement
in industry associations includes the Genie
Industries’ Distributor Council from 1993 to
1999, chairman of the AED Aerial Platform
Committee from 1996 to 1997, and currently, he is an International Powered Access
Federation council member.
Shaughnessy has managed or owned fleet
sizes ranging from 1,500 at Shaughnessy
Crane Service to 45,000 – 25,000 of which
were lifting equipment – at NES. The current fleet at Ashtead Plant Hire Co. includes
machines from Genie, JLG, UpRight, Niftylift,
and Grove.

safety policy and procedures, and training
and managing 24 safety managers. Previously,
he was the risk manager for BPS Equipment
Rental Sales and the sales manager for Saf-TGreen, taking part in the equipment industry
for the last 18 years.
Through the acquisition of NationsRent,
which closed in August
2006, Sunbelt is now
the third-largest equipment rental provider in
the United States with
more than 470 locations, including 100 NationsRent locations
at Lowe’s. Equipment brands represented
by Sunbelt Rentals include JLG, Gradall,
SkyTrak, Lull, JCB, Case, Genie, Niftylift,
National Crane, Broderson, Shuttlelift,
Terex, and Komatsu.

Lance Sullivan

Company: Sunstate Equipment Co.
Title: Fleet Product and Service Manager
For the past 23 years, Lance Sullivan
has been in various positions with Sunstate
Equipment Co., Phoenix, Ariz. Starting with
the company as a mechanic, Sullivan is now
the fleet product and service manager.
Presently, Sunstate Equipment Co. has
approximately 6,400
pieces of lifting equipment, including forklifts, scissor lifts, and
boom lifts. Major
manufacturers of both
material-handling
equipment and aerial
lifts represented at
Sunstate include Genie, JLG, JCB, Ingersoll
Rand, UpRight, and Snorkel.

Jeff Stachowiak

Edmond Tamas

For almost 15 years, Jeff Stachowiak has
conducted training courses for aerial work
platforms, scaffolding, and forklifts, and he’s
worked for the last seven years for Sunbelt
Rentals, Fort Mill, S.C. In the spring, he was
promoted to the newly created position of
director of safety, where his responsibilities
include creation and enforcement of Sunbelt

Edmond Tamas has been with Fluor Corp.
for more than 28 years, first working in
the petrochemical and power divisions as a
vessel engineer, then later moving into the
Construction Technology Group as a rigging engineer. In this capacity, he plans and
estimates construction logistics in moving the
major process equipment, weighing upwards

Company: Sunbelt Rentals, Inc.
Title: National Director of Safety

and
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Company: Fluor Corporation
Title: Construction Support Engineer

of 1,000 tons, from the fabrication shops to
their foundations for erection.
Because of the varying site conditions on
projects throughout the world, Tamas must
be familiar with all types of transportation
and lifting systems and the rigging hardware
needed to complete every operation safely and
economically. He not only specifies the types
of equipment to be used on a project, but also
designs the rigging setups/hardware and performs stress analysis of all of the equipment.
Tamas often travels to jobsites to work with
subcontractors and field personnel to ensure
that the lift equipment is properly configured
and positioned according to approved plans
and to offer technical assistance.
In the past, Tamas has worked at a major
Southern California
crane and rigging company and for a structural design company that
specializes in the design,
fabrication, and erection of large aluminum
domed roofs for storage
tanks and arenas. He is a
member of ACRP, ASCE, and AISC, and he is
a licensed civil engineer in seven states.

Larry Zaback

Company: Coast Crane Co.
Title: Executive Vice President
and Chief Operating Officer
Larry Zaback’s name is synonymous with
crane sales. As executive vice president and
chief operating officer of Coast Crane Co.,
Seattle, Wash., Zaback has been with the company for 22 years – 19
of which he worked as
the sales manager. Prior
to his tenure at Coast
Crane, he also worked in
parts, service, and sales
sectors at John Deere
and Grove Crane dealer
Hessel Tractor Co. and
Manitou, making his presence known in the
lifting equipment industry for 37 years.
Presently, Coast Crane’s fleet is made up of
1,700 tower cranes, crawler cranes, hydraulic
rough-terrain cranes, hydraulic truck-mounted cranes, aerial work platforms, and roughterrain forklifts. Manufacturers that Coast
Crane represents include Manitowoc, Potain,
Grove, National, JLG, and Lull. n

Geared Up for Your
Lift Parts & Support Needs

Authorized Parts Dealer for

877-254-0650
www.acmelift.com

Best Overall Winner:
Original Equipment Manufacturer

Grove GTK1100 Crane

A

nnounced in fall 2006 and first shown to the public at Bauma, the Grove GTK1100, manufactured by the Manitowoc
Crane Group, Manitowoc, Wis., is a completely new concept in crane engineering. According to the company, the
GTK1100 complements MCG’s matrix of crane products,
borrowing technology from all its major crane platforms.
“[The Grove GTK1100’s] appearance is a testament to the dedicated efforts of our engineering teams across Manitowoc Crane Group,”
said Glen Tellock, president of Manitowoc Co. “They have put traditional ideas aside and focused on developing a crane that is truly
revolutionary. The end result is the GTK1100.”
Originally designed for wind power and petrochemical applications, MCG also sees potential for the Grove GTK1100 in urban settings where height is critical and work space is limited, such as placing
an air-conditioning unit on a high-rise building. Instead of competing
with other height-enhancing cranes, such as the 400-ton Manitowoc
16000, on applications like wind farms, the GTK1100 will provide an
efficient alternative with its height, capacity, and minimal footprint.
This niche machine features a 251-foot vertical tower that is topped
with a five-section 197-foot telescopic boom. Overall height is more
than 459 feet. Provisional charts show the crane lifts more than 77
tons to at least 394 feet.
The primary carrier of the GTK is based on a standard semi-trailer,
and the only assist unit required is a 220-ton all-terrain crane. Four
stabilizers connect to the carrier, while four spreaders attach to the
top of the vertical mast that sits on the carrier. Connected by pendants, the stabilizers and spreaders give the GTK its unique lifting
ability. The setup also eliminates the need for counterweight, helping
the GTK achieve its economic transportation.
Depending on local roading regulations, the GTK1100 travels on
four or five trailers – significantly less than other cranes with equivalent lifting capabilities that require up to 25 trailers. This saves time,
money, and reduces environmental impact.
On site, the Grove GTK1100 is easy to move and allows three options for repositioning. For simple repositioning, the GTK moves
with the tower retracted and the boom extended. The ground supports retract, and the lower lifts hydraulically, allowing movement.
To move the crane to a new erection site, the tower retracts and

Judges’ Comments
Ed Tamas: “A very innovative machine that is reminiscent of the GCI cranes. Ideally suited for limited site
space adjacent to buildings or other structures.”
Howard Kaplan: “A huge jump forward in tower
crane technology. What a boost to wind power installation and transportability for cranes on wind farms.”
Steve Shaughnessy: “Small footprint makes it
suitable for crowded city jobsites.”
and
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Designed for wind power and petrochemical applications, the
GTK1100 also has the potential to work in urban settings.
the spreaders are dismantled. The tower then returns to its horizontal
position and the first boom section extends to 88 percent to achieve
the optimum center of gravity. Releasing the outriggers and hydraulically hoisting the lowerworks gives sufficient ground clearance to
move on.
For moving on unstable ground conditions or on a congested jobsite, the tower retracts and the spreaders are dismantled. To reduce
the transport width to just 9.8 feet, the outriggers are then removed,
which also reduces the crane’s weight. In this configuration, the
GTK1100 can move quickly and efficiently in tight spaces.
Setup of the Grove GTK1100 takes approximately six hours. Operation
is managed from a rolling work station that connects to any of the stabilizer heads. The crane also now has an extended load chart when used
with the new optional MEGALIFT 1500 capacity-enhancing system.
According to MCG, it is undetermined at this time if it will develop
a series of GTK cranes, or if this is a stand-alone product. First shipments of the GTK1100 are expected to begin this fall. n

Best Overall Winner:
Support products & services

Trojan Battery Plus Series Batteries

I

ntroduced in March 2007, the Plus Series™ deep-cycle
batteries from Trojan Battery Co., Santa Fe Springs,
Calif., were designed to address the needs of aerial work
platforms users and owners, and as a result, the Plus Series batteries were developed to be durable, reliable, and
easy to maintain.
In the field, aerial work platform operators were looking for
battery maintenance to be easier; caps that remained attached
to the battery so they would not lose them; and a clearly
marked maximum electrolyte level. Users also wanted terminals that could withstand demanding environments.
“We spent a lot of time listening to the users of our products,” said Dave Godber, executive vice president of sales and
marketing. “We are excited that this product line addresses
many of their needs and concerns.”
Available for OEMs and aftermarket, the Plus Series is similar to other Trojan deep-cycle batteries but features three new
components: the SureVent™ flip-top vent cap system, max-level
water level indicators in the vent filling wells, and die-cast embedded terminals. According to Trojan, there are no other batteries available for aerial work platforms
with flip-top vent caps or maximum
water level indicators.
Patent-pending SureVent flip-top
vent caps make opening and closing the
vents easy. Unlike common screw-top
caps used by most battery companies,
SureVent caps flip open and stay attached to the battery cover, preventing
users from misplacing or getting dirt on
the caps during watering.
The Plus Series’ max-level water indicator is also unique. Because proper
watering helps to maximize battery life,
Trojan designed the max-level water indicator, which is essentially a
built-in lip within each vent well. This visible indicator allows for

Judges’ Comments
Guy Ramsey: “Flip-top caps are very innovative and a big
benefit to owners of DC-powered machines. This is the kind
of leadership Trojan is known for.”
Steve Shaughnessy: “Should help improve battery life.”
Lance Sullivan: “Trojan has been a supplier of the highestquality batteries for the aerial industry so far. This new
series of batteries sets them even more apart from their
competitors.”
Katie Parrish: “Nice improvements that make battery
maintenance even easier.”
and
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Flip-top caps and max-level water indicators are
two unique features of the Plus Series.
precise watering and helps to prevent over-watering.
For demanding applications, the Plus Series’ battery
terminals are embedded in the hard plastic cover. Diecast embedded terminals better withstand the heat and
stress and eliminate terminal breakage.
Additionally, the battery series includes Trojan’s exclusive AlphaPlus® paste formulation for enhanced performance and longer life and
Trojan’s proprietary Maxguard® Advanced Design Separator, which
uses a multi-rib geometry that keeps the electrolyte channels open,
resulting in more effective utilization of active material for sustained
performance and longer life.
Plus Series batteries are available through Trojan’s master distributor network in three sizes: six-volt T-105 Plus, six-volt T-125 Plus,
and six-volt T-145 Plus. According to Trojan, all makes and models of
aerial work platforms that use this size will benefit from the Plus Series.
Trojan Battery notes it is steadily receiving inquiries from major rental
companies and OEMs since the Plus Series’ introduction last spring.
“Properly maintaining your battery means achieving the maximum
performance and long life that you expect,” said Christine Johnson, senior marketing manager. “We designed the Plus Series so it’s easier for
our users to maintain properly for maximum performance.” n
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Gold Winner: AERIAL LIFTS

Bronto Skylift
Model S-331 HLA

B

ronto Skylift, Tampere, Finland, introduced the latest model in its HLA Series,
the Model S-331 HLA truck-mounted aerial platform, in spring 2007. This machine
is the world’s tallest aerial lift. Designed
for the alternative energy, utility, and construction
industries, the Bronto Skylift S-331 HLA also has
a firefighting counterpart, the Model F-101 HLA,
which was introduced in fall 2006.
Featuring a record 325-foot platform height, the
Model S-331 HLA can reach the tops of wind generators and cell phone towers. It provides more than 108
feet of outreach and can reach 36 feet below ground
level. The unit also features an unrestricted platform
capacity of 970 pounds.
Depending on the chassis selected, the Model S331 HLA has a transport height of 12 feet, transport
length of 54 feet, and a transport width of 8 feet.
Typical gross vehicle weight with chassis is around
136,000 pounds. When mounted on a six-axle commercial truck chassis, for example, the GVW is only
68 tons, and the S-331 measures only 8.2 feet wide
and has less than a 13-foot transport height, making
it more maneuverable and roadable than a trailer or
special crane carrier.
Setting up the Bronto Skylift S-331 HLA is fast and
convenient. H-type outriggers quickly extend 26 feet
for increased stability, and all jacks are synchronized
to automatically level the machine. A redundancy
safety feature has two sensors that measure each
outrigger’s length to determine if it is fully extended.
If the two signals are not identical, the system will With a 325-foot platform height, the Bronto Model S-331 HLA is the tallest
not allow the booms to move from the transport aerial lift in the world, reaching the tops of towers and wind generators.
position. Other setup features include full secondary controls at the turntable, automatic erection, and automatic drive
The Bronto Skylift Model S-331 HLA uses the B+ Control System,
into transport position.
which is unlike other controls on the market. Automatic speed deceleration automatically slows the boom as it nears the desired height,
eliminating sudden stops. Wind speed is monitored continuously.
Wind speeds of 28 mph or above triggers an alarm. The geometryJudges’ Comments
based B+ control system provides identical outreach under all circumKevin Parr: “Impressive height and good job
stances, regardless of external influences like atmospheric conditions
maintaining the lowest possible GVW.”
— temperature and wind — dynamic forces or friction. The S-331HLA
also incorporates Bronto’s TeleControl feature that provides fast faultLance Sullivan: “Specialty application lift with
finding and full-remote, self-diagnostic capabilities.
impressive lift height and reach.”
The overall cost of the S-331 HLA varies, depending on the chassis
Steve Brown: “Point me to the windmill. When will
selected and the optional equipment ordered. Bronto Skylift reports
Bronto show up with a 500-foot work height?”
that an approximate budgetary price is $1.8 million. n
and
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Gold Winner: Material Handlers

Xtreme Manufacturing XRM1267 Telehandler

X

treme Manufacturing, Las Vegas, Nev.,
is owned by Don Ahern, president of
Ahern Rentals, and was first created
to manufacture telehandlers to serve
Ahern Rentals’ customers, as well as
provide all end users with machines that are
highly productive, easy to operate, and run at
a lower cost per unit of time, which leads to a
longer life for the machine.
Xtreme’s most current model is the XRM1267
telescopic handler, which was introduced in January 2007 at the World of Concrete. This one-ofa-kind machine features a 12,000-pound capacity
and 67-foot maximum lift height. With the outriggers in position and the rear axle locked, the
XRM1267 can take 6,800 pounds to its maximum
lift height and 3,000 pounds to its maximum horizontal outreach of 53'8". Weighing in at 46,300
pounds, the XRM1267 measures 26'6"x8'6"x8'11"
when stowed. The unit’s ground clearance is 15
inches, and its turning radius is 15'10".
This telehandler uses a heavy-duty roller boom
and dual hydraulic cylinders for improved lift
and control. Powered by a 130-hp Perkins center
inline engine, the XRM1267 features a 72-gallon
fuel tank and three-speed power shift transmission supplied by Dana. The Dana theme carries
on to the axles. Brakes are inboard wet disc, while
the parking brake is spring-applied hydraulically
released. The machine also has full-time planetary
four-wheel drive, and four-wheel, two-wheel, and
crab steering. Rear pivot steering is available as
On a Las Vegas jobsite, the Xtreme Manufacturing XRM1267 telescopic handler
an option.
Standard equipment on the XRM1267 includes reaches the fifth story of an office building.
direct dual-control hydraulic valve actuation, rear
axle stabilization, a backup alarm, and auxiliary hydraulics. In the various attachments can be used on the XRM1267, including the stancab, adjustable controls and a suspension seat also come standard, dard, 10° side tilt carriage, and 45° swing carriage; pallet, lumber, and
and it touts 360° visibility. With its common-fit Quick Attach system,
block forks; utility and concrete buckets; a 15-foot truss boom,
and a wallboard/sheet material handler. Other
standard features included are foam-filled tires,
melonite pins and rollers, rear-axle stabilization,
Judges’ Comments
and robust wiring without pins or spades.
Lance Sullivan: “With 3,000 pounds capacity at the end of the boom reach and
Accessories and options available include an
6,800 pounds at 67 feet, there is no question this is a forklift with the lift height
enclosed or soft cab, a work light package, and
and capacity unseen in the industry so far. The forklift offers lift height and reach
rotation beacon. The XRM1267 is backed by
that some jobs would be able to leverage.”
Xtreme’s 10-5-3-2 Warranty – 10 years on the
frame and chassis, five years on the roller boom,
Steve Brown: “The market is leaning toward bigger capacity and longer reach.”
three years on the hydraulics, and two years for
Matt Rocca: “Well-made and heavy duty.”
the powertrain. n
and
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ONE STOP SHOP

FOR TIRE FLATPROOFING

6 PRODUCTS

1. Superlight Safety Foam
Tire Fill
2. Heavy Oil Based Poly
Tire Fill
3. ECO Tire Fill & Ballast
4. ECO Tire Fill & Ballast 		
with Sealant
5. ECO Tire Sealant
6. UI Lined Tires

Ask us for a quote on custom foam filling any size tire for any off road equipment at one of our Dealers near you.

Urethane International, LLC • www.flatproofing.com • 678-566-3700

Gold Winner: Optional Equipment,
Attachments or Accessories

Loegering QTS-Quad Track System

I

n February, Loegering, Casselton,
N.D., introduced its newest traction innovation – the QTS-Quad
Track System™ – which is a set of
four rubber-track undercarriages
that bolt directly to the standard hubs
of most telescopic boom lifts. This innovative track system eliminates down
time associated with flat tires and the
costly expense of fluid-filled tire repair. QTS also minimizes rutting in
turf applications, improves traction
in sandy soil, and enhances safety by
minimizing machine bounce during
operation and travel.
Constructed of high-grade steel, the
QTS features fully sealed greaseless
bearings for minimum maintenance
and an easy grease tensioning system
for fast, reliable track adjustment.
QTS also has 3,236 square inches of
track to ground contact for excellent
flotation in soft soil conditions, which
increases versatility and extends the
work season. The combined weight for
a set of four tracks is 6,000 pounds. To
install, simply unbolt the tires, mount
the Loegering wheel spacer with antirotate mounts, and bolt on the QTS.
With the QTS rotation bracket, the
tracks oscillate +/- 23°.
Loegering’s QTS was recently approved for sale and service as aftermarket equipment on Genie Industries’ S60 and S65 telescopic
boom lift models and the Z60 articulating boom lift. According to
Genie, it has tested and confirmed machine performance with the
QTS system installed and has determined that no reduction in safety or reliability will result with the use of the Loegering QTS when
installed and maintained in accordance with

Judges’ Comments
Lance Sullivan: “Loegering appears to have
made a good add-on for rough-terrain and low
ground pressure applications.”
Katie Parrish: “Allows boom lifts to go in a
number of rough-terrain environments safely
without machine bounce.”
Phil Bishop: “Good idea!”
and
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QTS has fully sealed greaseless bearings for low maintenance
and an easy grease tensioning system for fast track adjustment.
Loegering’s instructions. When the track system is installed on a Genie S60 or S65 boom lift, the machine measures 107 inches wide and
has approximately 8.63 ground psi.
Genie honors all machine warranty commitments and customer
support from the wheel gear box, or torque hub, to the platform per
the standard warranty agreement with its customers. Loegering provides warranty and customer support on the QTS track assemblies. n

We’re in the business of engineering

reliable lift solutions

by people who care.

At Skyjack our philosophy is simple. We engineer lift solutions that are
robust, reliable and easy to service, offering the lowest life cycle costs.
For information call 1-800-265-2738
or visit us online at www.skyjack.com

and
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Gold Winner: Safety Features
or Operating Systems

DBI-SALA i-Safe Intelligent Safety System

D

BI-SALA, a Capital Safety
brand, Red Wing, Minn.,
introduced the new i-Safe™
Intelligent Safety System
in summer 2006 to deliver
real-time solutions for inspection,
inventory control, and information
management. i-Safe combines Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID)equipped fall protection equipment
with web-based information management to maximize the effectiveness
and minimize the total
cost of safety programs.
All DBI-SALA fall
protection harnesses incorporate i-Safe tags as
standard equipment. Each
tag is programmed with a
unique ID that registers
its model type and history.
The tags have no battery
to limit their life and are
resistant to grease, dust,
and salt water to ensure
efficient functionality.
Tags are read by an
on-site PDA that scans
the piece of equipment
and accounts for it by a
unique number. One click
entry logs inspections, equipment assignments by worker or location,
and more.
Data is then linked from the PDA or laptop to a customized web
portal, which is set up and hosted by DBI-SALA professional safety
and information management consultants. The web portal provides
instant access to inspection logs to manage the entire process, including scheduling, instructions, and documentation for proving compliance. It also tracks inventory records, such as the

Judges’ Comments
Phil Bishop: “Good use of established RFID
technology to benefit equipment managers.”
Katie Parrish: “Helps managers keep tabs on
equipment and prevents damaged fall protection
from going out in the field.”
Guy Ramsey: “The upfront investment will pay
great dividends.”
and
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Above and left: Tags are scanned by a PDA. Below: Each tag
has a unique ID that registers its model type and history.
equipment history, assignment by
worker, and location for optimum
asset management. The website also
provides instant access to related
safety and equipment information,
training records, product advisories, official regulations, and useful links. Additionally, retrofit kits
are available to incorporate i-Safe
technology on existing harnesses or
lanyards, regardless of brand.
“i-Safe was created to help manage the complex safety challenges
that safety managers face each day,” said Bill Schultz, vice president of
marketing at Capital Safety. “i-Safe significantly simplifies the management of safety programs because it allows you to easily record and
access information on inspections, inventory, and related safety and
equipment information.”
The system provides streamlined access to a variety of information that companies need for management of their safety programs.
This creates a safer and more productive work environment with
fewer delays because of missing, out-of-date, or improperly inspected
equipment. Instead, the i-Safe RFID tag provides in-time inventory
information that shows the inspection status and equipment age; it allows for instant access to product info through customized reports for
cost-saving accountability and audit; and its records are in one place
to quickly assign equipment and inspection records for traceability
and proof of compliance. n

and
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Silver Winners
Aerial Lifts

Genie Industries Z40/23N
Articulating Boom Lift
First introduced in February at The Rental Show, the Z-40/23N electric articulating boom lift from Genie Industries, Redmond, Wash., is

the first aerial work platform to incorporate an AC drive system.
This system combines DC batteries with three-phase AC drive motors for quiet, more energy-efficient operation and continuous control
of drive speed (from 0 to 4.5 mph), braking, and turning. According
to Genie Industries, utilizing an AC drive system offers many advantages, including better machine control for maximum productivity,
less drain on the batteries, and longer intervals between charging. The
system is fully sealed to protect against dust and water damage.
Weighing 15,230 pounds, the Z-40/23N features an up-and-over
clearance of 21'3", a 40'5" maximum platform height, and 22'8" maximum horizontal reach. The unit offers contractors a narrow profile
of 4'11" wide to allow it to fit through standard double doors. With
a turning radius of 2'11", the Z-40/23N can maneuver through tight
passageways and congested work areas.

Judges’ Comments
Steve Shaughnessy: “Exceptionally narrow for a 40-foot
boom. Twenty years ago, this was narrow for 30-foot
booms. Very maneuverable, encompassing innovative
variable-speed technology.”
Matt Rocca: “Good design – I like the AC motor concept.”

Material Handlers

Caterpillar TL-Series
Telehandlers

In October 2006, four new models of Cat® telehandlers with capacities ranging from 6,500 to 12,000 pounds and lift heights from 42 to
55 feet were introduced as a result of an alliance agreement with JLG
Industries, McConnellsburg, Pa. These machines – the 6,000-pound,

42-foot TL642; the 9,000-pound, 43-foot TL943; the 10,000-pound,
55-foot TL1055; and the 12,000-pound, 55-foot TL1255 – are based
on proven JLG designs and incorporate Caterpillar components.
The TL-Series telehandlers feature Caterpillar engines for fuelefficient performance: The TL642 and TL943 use the Cat 3054C Tier
II engine, and the TL1055 and TL1255 use the Tier 3-compliant Cat
C4.4 TA turbocharged engine. All TL-Series machines have three
steering modes – two wheel, crab, and circle steer. Frame-leveling up
to 10° allows the operator to quickly place loads on sloping terrains.
In the cab, the pilot-operated single joystick control allows three
boom functions to operate simultaneously. A separate control lever
operates the auxiliary hydraulic functions and has an option for work
tools requiring more than one hydraulic power source. A suspension
seat enhances operator comfort.

Judges’ Comments
Guy Ramsey: “It’s a Cat, so it will have a lot of influence
on the market, and these are beneficial products. But its
innovation is based on previous JLG telehandlers.”
Lance Sullivan: “The TL-Series telehandlers appear to
have exceeded the industry standard machines in the
8,000- and 10,000-pound class by a margin that could
be useful. The TL1255 may come in handy for contractors
needing the extra lift height.”
and
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Ranking close behind the Gold Winners, the following products are Silver Winners in the 2007 LLEAP Awards competition.
Official scores can be viewed on page 40.

Cranes

Liebherr LTM 11200-9.1
All-Terrain Crane

Newport News, Va.-based Liebherr Cranes’ new flagship model, the
1,322-ton LTM 11200-9.1 nine-axle all-terrain crane, features a 328-foot
telescopic boom, which surpasses the boom length of Liebherr’s previous record holder by 52.5 feet.
The 328-foot telescopic boom consists of a base section and seven
telescopic parts that are automatically positioned and locked in place
using Liebherr’s TELEMATIK telescoping system. Alternatively, a
four-part short boom can be used with the four inner telescopic parts
dismounted. With the addition of a luffing fly jib, the boom can be extended to 413 feet and reaches lift heights up to 558 feet. The Y-shaped
guying system increases load capacity.
The crane carrier is powered by an eight-cylinder Liebherr turbo-diesel
engine with an output of 680 hp at 1,900 rpm. Axles 1, 2, 4 and 5 are driven,
and all nine can be steered. The Liebherr six-cylinder turbo-diesel engine
on the superstructure produces 367 hp at 1,800 rpm. The hoist gears work
in a closed oil circuit, offering a high line-pull of 167 kN and can reach a
maximum speed of 410 feet per minute at the outermost layer.
Designed for the wind turbine industry, the LTM 11200-9.1 is quicker

to set up and uses a smaller counterweight than lattice boom cranes,
which are traditionally used in this application.

Judges’ Comments
Edmond Tamas: “Liebherr continues to lead the
competition in extracting the most versatility in their
large telescopic boom cranes.”
Larry Zaback: “Innovative design that will have a big
influence on the industry.”

www.rrtirecovers.com

and
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u Silver WINNERS

Optional Equipment, Attachments or Accessories

Star Industries Model
1208GLZR Glazier Platform

In fall 2006, Star Industries, Fort Worth, Texas, first showed a prototype of the Model 1208GLZR glazier safety work platform for telehandlers. Featuring a 600-pound capacity shelf on the exterior of the
platform, the platform allows glaziers to walk glass into position at
heights without sacrificing safety or platform capacity.
To safely move glass or other materials, glaziers fit the exact width
of their materials between adjustable 72-inch-tall vertical standards
and strap them in. Standards are secured with simple drop-pin latches.
Neoprene rubber cushions the materials on the shelf. When in position, glaziers can then move the glass from the forklift without leaving
the personnel platform.
The platform measures 8'x4' and weighs 660 pounds. Fork pockets
accept forks up to 7 inches wide, 2.5 inches thick, and 48 inches long.
Longer forks can be used but will extend out in front of the platform.
Maximum load capacity in the platform is 600 pounds. A 42-inch-tall
guardrail goes around the perimeter of the platform, and a mid-rail
raises at either end for entrance.

Judges’ Comments
Lance Sullivan: “If this platform is like the rest of the Star
Industries offerings, it is well-built, durable and has application for glass companies in the construction industry.”
Katie Parrish: “Influences safety and increases materialhandling capabilities for personnel baskets.”

Safety Features or Operating Systems

Kar-Tech Mini Radio
Remote Controls

In spring 2006, Kar-Tech, Delafield, Wis., unveiled its low-cost
Mini line of radio remote controls for mobile hydraulic applications.
According to Kar-Tech, the company identified a need in the market
for a low-cost, robust control that could stand up to other controls on
the market. The Mini controls use the same technology as other controls and maintain a 300-foot range at a fraction of the cost of similar
controls.
and
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The Mini packs up to
nine momentary or latching, 5A, protected, solidstate outputs that can be
used to control many different
functions into its small size. Unlike
the industry standard relays, solidstate outputs last indefinitely, according to the company. The Mini also
will operate when there are other products in the area using the same
frequencies, because of its 900MHz FHSS technology.
This radio remote control line uses sealed membrane switches
rated for millions of operations and includes full self-diagnostics, including notifying the operator of any shorted or open wires. Reverse
polarity, short-circuit, and overload protection is also standard.
According to Kar-Tech, the Mini line has been successfully used
with cranes from most major manufacturers, materialhandling equipment, marine applications, and bark
chippers, along with many other applications.

Judges’ Comments
Katie Parrish: “Cost-effective, compact alternative
to machine controls.”
Phil Bishop: “It’s small and cheap.”

Miscellaneous Products

Up-N-Atom Retriever
No Idle System
In spring 2007, Waukesha, Wis.-based Up-N-Atom, Inc. announced its Retriever truck bed can now load and unload 30,000pound payloads with the truck’s engine turned off. Retriever’s No Idle

System™ is made possible by its exclusive use of the truck’s air system
– not hydraulics – for truck-bed power. In rental equipment deliveries, for example, the No Idle System can reduce time spent idling by
as much as 95 percent and produce substantially lower emissions, extend engine life and maintenance intervals on the truck’s 2008 emissions system, and generate significant fuel savings.
The No Idle System works in conjunction with the truck air system. Once the compressor has filled the truck’s tanks, it continues
pumping until the 60-gallon No Idle System tank is filled to 120 psi.
Under normal driving operation, it takes between four and six minutes to bring the No Idle System up to full pressure.
When making pickups and deliveries, the truck’s engine can be
shut off while the No Idle System tank powers the deck and ramp.
The tank’s capacity can handle both the loading and unloading
of a 30,000-pound payload. Given a normal driving schedule,
there should never be a time when the tank can’t power a full
load/unload cycle. n

Judges’ Comments
Steve Shaughnessy: “Clever, cost-saving and green
innovation. Once again, Up-N-Atom has come up with a
simple design concept that saves money and the planet
at the same time.”
Guy Ramsey: “Ecological and pocketbook friendly.”

Recognizing the Industry’s People of Distinction
whose work not only benefits the employer, but also

contributes positively to the industry as a whole. Lift and Access
magazine would like to publicly recognize those individuals who
have made a difference through their philanthropy, creativity,
research, innovation or hard work.
Like our LLEAP Awards, which honors product innovation,

People of Distinction strives to recognize
outstanding leadership among the people of
this industry. To nominate an individual,
department, or team, submit entries to Katie
Parrish, kparrish@liftandaccess.com, by
October 26, 2007. After the editorial staff
selects the People of Distinction for
each category, honorees will be interviewed for a feature article to appear in
the December 2007 issue of Lift and Access.

Nomination Criteria
• Individual, department or team must consist of current employees.
• The recognition may be for a philanthropic activity, product
development or engineering, safety technique or improvement,
maintenance technique or improvement, sales or market development, or other similar activity.
• Activity, project, or event must have either been started or
completed between July 1, 2006 and June 30, 2007.
Nomination Information
• Your name
• Your phone
• Your e-mail
•
•
•
•
•

Name of individual, department, or team being nominated
Occupation
Phone
E-mail
Employer name and address

• Briefly describe what the individual, department, or team is being
nominated for.
• Essay: In 500 words, explain in what way the individual, department, or team being nominated has had a positive effect on the
lifting equipment industry through their philanthropy, creativity,
research, innovation, or hard work.
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Acme Lift Company

(877) 254-0650

www.acmelift.com

45

Anderson Crane & Bridge Technology (800) 617-0299

www.inspectabridge.com

66

Aichi USA

(410) 590-1134

www.aichiusa.com

22

Access Platform

(909) 923-9444

www.accessplatform.com

70

ALPS Wire Rope Corp.

(630) 893-3888

www.alpswirerope.com

30

Advance Aerials

(888) 569-8848

www.boomlifts4sale.com

74

Altec Industries

(866) 966-2969

www.altec.com

2

Aerial Wrap

(908) 907-5709

www.aerialwrap.com

69

AWPT

(717) 762-1911

www.awpt.org

17

Alexander Equipment Rental

(815) 933-2122

www.aerialliftequipment.com

76

Bil-Jax

(800) 537-0540

www.biljax.com

39

California Forklift Co.

(714) 635-7911

www.californiaforklift.com

71

Braviisol

+39.071.7819090 www.braviisol.com

14

Coast 2 Coast Equipment

(800) 361-8949

www.coast2coastequipment.com

77

Bronto Skylift

(352) 895-1109

www.bronto.fi

38

GoLight, Inc.

(800) 557-0098

www.golight.com

81

CareLift Equipment Ltd.

(800) 870-0441

www.carelift.com

96

High Lift Wholesale, Inc.

(800) 888-4884

www.highlfitwholesale.com

78

Custom Equipment, Inc.

(866) 334-0756

www.hybridlifts.com

37

Inquipco

(702) 644-1700

www.inquipco.com

69

Dealer Alliance Corp.

(866) 591-5438

www.aeriallifts.net

16

Joseph Industries

(800) 321-9983

www.joseph.com

71

Elliott Equipment

(402) 592-4500

www.elliottequip.com

33

Kastelic Canvas

(877) 226-8272

www.kasteliccanvas.com

72

Gehl Co.

(262) 334-9461

www.gehl.com

27

Keytroller

(813) 877-4500

www.keytroller.com

69

Genie Industries

(800) 536-1800

www.genieindustries.com

Kinematics Manufacturing, Inc.

(623) 780-8944

www.kinematicsmfg.com

67

Fabco Power

(845) 469-9151

www.fabcopower.com

23

MCS Industrial Electronics

(928) 775-4918

www.mcsindustrial.com

64

Haulotte US

(877) 428-5683

www.haulotte-usa.com

49

Mid Country Machinery, Inc.

(800) 206-5936

www.midcountrymachinery.com

66

Hirschmann Automation and Control (717) 263-7655

www.hirschmann-usa.com

32

Miller’s Equipment

(304) 736-4800

www.millersequipment.com

66

Hydra Platforms

(803) 366-8195

www.hydraplatform.com

51

(888) 888-1248

www.mmmachine.com

76

Manitex

(519) 942-3000

www.manitex.com

31

Multi Machine, Inc.
National Association of
Heavy Equipment Training Schools

(888) 879-9492

www.nahets.org

71

Manitowoc Crane Group

(920) 684-4410

www.mcgads.com/1116

41

National Lift Equipment

(800) 424-7625

www.nleq.com

63

MEC Aerial Work Platforms

(559) 891-2488

www.mecawp.com

7

Pellow Engineering Services

(877) 473-5569

www.donpellow.com

72

National Association of Tower Erectors (888) 882-5865

www.natehome.com

57

Reachmaster

(866) 358-7088

www.reachmaster.com

75

National Lift Equipment

(800) 424-7625

www.nleq.com

RMI Corp.

(800-252-5011

www.rmiusa.com

65

Ohio Electric Motors

(828) 626-2901

www.ohioelectricmotors.com

Southwest Equipment Sales

(888) 639-4354

www.sweqptsales.com

74

Pettibone

(800) 467-3884

www.gopettibone.com

3

Summit Truck Equipment

(866) 739-5537

www.summitbodies.com

72

Pewag Chain

(800) 526-3924

www.pewagchain.com

13

Tendaire Industries

(800) 669-2887

www.tendaire.com

68

R&R Tire

(970) 226-4082

www.rrtirecovers.com

59

WEB Equipment

(800) 225-3858

www.webequipment.com

73

Skyjack

(800) 265-2738

www.skyjack.com

55

EQUIPMENT DEALERS

Snorkel

(800) 255-0317

www.snorkelusa.com

11

CareLift Dealer Listings

(519) 648-2282

www.carelift.com

86-87

Tadano America

(281) 869-0030

www.tadanoamerica.com

Gehl Dealer Listings

(262) 334-9461

www.gehl.com

80-81

Terex Cranes

(910) 395-8500

www.braviisol.com

47

Gradall Dealer Listings

(877) JLG-LIFT

www.jlg.com/gradall14

79

Teupen America Corp.

(800) 944-5898

www.spiderlifts.com

19

JLG Dealer Listings

(877) JLG-LIFT

www.jlg.com/jlgtele8

83

Trojan Battery Co.

(800) 423-6569

www.trojanbattery.com

15

Lull Dealer Listings

(877) JLG-LIFT

www.jlg.com/lull13

85

United Rentals

(800) UR-RENTS

www.unitedrentals.com

95

Manitou Dealer Listings

(800) 433-3304

www.manitou-na.com

84

Up-N-Atom

(866) 798-8882

www.upnatom.com

18

Mustang Dealer Listings

(507) 451-7112

www.mustangmfg.com

88-89

Urethane International

(678) 566-3700

www.flatproofing.com

53

Pettibone Dealer Listings

(800) 467-3884

www.gopettibone.com

90-91

Xtreme Manufacturing

(800) 497-1704

www.xtrememanufacturing.com

21

SkyTrak Dealer Listings
Volvo Construction Equipment
Dealer Listings (Ingersoll Rand)

(877) JLG-LIFT

www.jlg.com/skytrak13

82

(877) 472-7263

www.ingersollrand.com

92-93

5

8
43

9

To advertise call 800-231-8953 for information.
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2000 JLG 2646E2 – $4,550 ea.,
NMT, X-Decks, 12 Units - One
Location.

2002 JLG 1350SJP – $124,000,
Diesel, 4WD, 8' Bskt., Generator
Pkg., Foam Filled Tires, 2,882 Hrs.

2005 JLG 600S – $58,500, Deutz
Diesel, 4WD, Osc. Axle, , 8' Bskt.,
Skypower, 1,122 Hrs.

2002 JLG 460SJ – $26,000, Deutz
Diesel, 4WD, Osc. Axle, 8' Bskt.,
~2,500 Hrs.

2000 New Holland 575E – $24,500,
Diesel, 4WD, Cab, Heater,
2,498 Hrs.

2006 JCB 940 – $38,500, Perkins,
4wd, 21' Mast w/Side Shift, 950 Hrs.

2004 John Deere 200CLC – $83,500
Diesel, Enclosed Cab, 2,739 Hrs.

2003 Genie Z45/25 – $35,000,
Diesel, 4wd, 6 Units-1,500 Adv. Hrs.

To Advertise in this Section Call 800-231-8953

2004 Genie S125 – $123,000,
Diesel, 4WD, Osc. Axle, , 8' Bskt.,
Foam Filled Tires, 1,259.6 Hrs.

TM

2000 Gradall 534D6-42 – $29,500,
Cummins Turbo, Cab w/Heat, Aux.
Hyd., 2,921 Hrs.

2004 Manitou MT1745HSLT –
$50,000, Perkins Diesel Turbo, 10k
Capacity, 54'5" Lift Ht., ~1,100 Hrs.
and

*Shown above are units available at press time - for a more comprehensive list see our website, or call us
October 2007 l LiFT ACCESS
toll free at 1-800-424-7625.
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Rebuilding of
Joystick Controllers
Sales of New
Replacement Controllers
Toggle Switches/Battery Chargers
Fast Turnaround
Over 26 Years Experience
Over 60,000 Rebuilt
100% Satisfaction
Guaranteed
PHONE (928) 775-4918
24 Hr. FAX (928) 775-4845
Send Cores to: 8675 E. Laredo Dr., Prescott Valley, AZ 86314

MARKETPLACE
To Advertise in this Section Call 800-231-8953

DON’T LET SOFTWARE

PROBLEMS
PUT YOU ON EDGE!
Run your business with an ADVANTAGE.

ADVANTAGE Live Software for the
Rental, Sales and Service Industry.

For more info go to: RMIUSA.COM

and
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1623 Hartwell Hwy , Elberton, GA 30635

770-315-6993 • 800-617-0299

770-315-6993 • 800-617-0299

UNDERBRIDGE PLATFORMS
INSPECTION UNITS FROM
32' TO 66' REACH.

UNDERBRIDGE PLATFORMS
INSPECTION UNITS FROM
32' TO 66' REACH.

WE RENT NATION WIDE

WE RENT NATION WIDE

FULLY OPERATED,
INSURED
AND MAINTAINED.

FULLY OPERATED,
INSURED
AND MAINTAINED.

STANDARD PLATFORM FEATURES

STANDARD PLATFORM FEATURES

PATENTED TOWER SEPARATION SYSTEM
EASY ACCESS TO PLATFORM LADDER
SELF ERECTING / SELF PROPELLED
PLATFORM CONTROLS / COMM. SYSTEM
OPTIONAL ELEVATED PLATFORM

PATENTED TOWER SEPARATION SYSTEM
EASY ACCESS TO PLATFORM LADDER
SELF ERECTING / SELF PROPELLED
PLATFORM CONTROLS / COMM. SYSTEM
OPTIONAL ELEVATED PLATFORM

USED
$295,000 CONDITION:
CAPACITY (IN TONS): 40

2006 TEREX T340-1
1987 GROVE TM880
$235,000
S/N# 69811
CONDITION: USED
CAPACITY (IN TONS): 80
HOURS: 2,673
114' Main Boom, Full
33'-88' Jib, LMI, Anti Two Block

Power,

1985 LINK-BELT HTC-855
$155,000
CONDITION: USED
CAPACITY (IN TONS): 55
Drive 2WD, 55 ton hydraulic truck crane.
110' main boom 33' jib.1 winch. new
ware pads, overall good working Condition
1989 LINK-BELT HTC-860
$165,000
CONDITION: USED
CAPACITY (IN TONS): 60
HOURS: 6,000
Cummins power, A 2 B, 2 hoists, Smooth
Clean crane, 114,995 miles Good rubber
all the way around.
2003 TEREX 4792
$128,000
CONDITION: USED
CAPACITY (IN TONS): 23.50
DRIVE 4WD, STOCK NUMBER ACBT 4792,
23.5 ton boomtruck. Sterling, AC, Excellent Condition.

HOURS: 700
S/N 14164, 40 ton truck crane equipped
w/standard equip, New Joystick Cntls,
Tier 2 Cumns Dsl Eng w/Blick Htr, Four
sec. 94' Boom w/single hoist cyl, Greer
Microguard 510 Rated Load Indctr, Frt
Air Susp, Rear Air Ride Susp, 32' Swingon Tele Lattice Jib, Four Sheave Hook
Block, 7 T Ball w/hook, Htr/AC, L.P. Gas
2001 NATIONAL N1195
$138,500
CONDITION: USED
Sterling, Cat, Microguard LMI, A2B.
32,000 miles Excellent Condition.

2001 TEREX BT4792
$105,000
CONDITION: USED
CAPACITY (IN TONS): 23.50
Drive 2WD, One owner Sold new from
All Crane Rental of GA. Serviced by All
Crane. Excellent Condition. Very Well
maintained unit. Sign Crane. one man
basket.
1998 TEREX TC2863
$63,000
CONDITION: USED
CAPACITY (IN TONS): 14
HOURS: 2,989
Drive 2WD, Mounted on Ford F series.
Cummins Diesel, 6speed. 90% tires
11Rx22, 33000 GVW. Clean, 14,942
miles, This unit was a service crane for
a small plant. Excellent Condition. No jib.
63' main boom, 2 man basket.

"WE OWN WHAT WE ADVERTISE"

Contact Pat Dandridge: 770.315.6993

www.patdandridge.com
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1623 Hartwell Hwy , Elberton, GA 30635

Sept 07 Crane

Contact Pat Dandridge: 770.315.6993

www.inspectabridge.com

Oct 07 Crane Proof
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AVOID POWER CORD
ACCIDENTS!
Supply AC Power
from Your Battery with
a 24VDC Inverter
(Value Added Import)

SPECIFICATIONS
• Output connection:
Standard household type socket
• Output voltage: 60 Hertz AC (RMS)
• Max continuous power:
1700W, 110 Volts, 15.5 Amps
• Surge capacity (peak power): 4000W
• Output waveform: Modified Sine Wave
• Input voltage range: 22 to 30V DC
• No Load Current Draw: 0.5 Amp
• Low voltage alarm: Approx 21V DC
• Input cable: One set for 24 volts
• Additional protective features:
Overload, overheat and over-voltage
• Best useful efficiency: More than 90%
• Cover: Aluminum
• Dimensions: 15 3/4” x 7 1/8” x 2 7/8”

List price: $449
(dealer pricing available)

2 yr. warranty

• Mounting: Four 1/4 wide slots,
9 5/8 x 6 3/4 pattern
• Weight: 8 Lbs.

Can be added to
ANY 24 volt
Electric Lift!

1-800-ON WATTS (800-669-2887) • www.tendaire.com
Tendaire/Electrol has been manufacturing for 45 Years!
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• Low voltage shutdown: Approx 20.0V DC
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MANITOU

INGERSOLL RAND

REMANUFACTURED TRANSMISSIONS, TORQUE
CONVERTERS, PUMPS & TRANSMISSION OVERHAUL
KITS FOR BACKHOES, TELEHANDLERS AND
ROUGH TERRAIN FORKLIFTS

Call us today!

www.joseph.com
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800-321-9983

and

6 0 Ye a r s o f D r i ve l i n e E x c e l l e n c e

CATERPILLAR

MARKETPLACE

JCB

FREE SHIPPING ANYWHERE IN THE CONTINENTAL U.S.

MARKETPLACE

INDUSTRIAL TIRE BOOTS

Guaranteed Shipment within 24 hours!

...the design allows for
QUICK & EASY INSTALLATION
while machine is on the job site.

www.kasteliccanvas.com

• Sizes available to fit most
applications (just provide us with
the diameter and width of the tire).
• Tire boots are made from
1000 denier ‘Cordura Plus’ nylon.
• No velcro or drawstings used.
• Competitively priced.
• Discounts for wholesalers.
• Visit our web site for additional
industrial and commercial products.

To Advertise in this Section Call 800-231-8953

Call Toll-Free: 877-CANVAS2
Kastelic Canvas • 23305 W. Lincoln Hwy., Plainfield, IL 60586 • 815-436-8160 • FAX 815-436-8919

and
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We Sell Forklifts, Parts
& Attachments
Anywhere in the Nation!

Rough Terrain Forklift Sales
■

■

■

■

■

■

Attachments
Overnight New & Used Parts
■

■

■

■

$1/2 million OEM parts in stock
Used parts with guarantees
Online orders welcome
Expert help
30-Day No-Fault Return Policy

Don’t buy anywhere until you talk with us!
Call Carter Paradis 1-800-225-3858

PLUS MANY MORE!

WEB EQUIPMENT

®

webequipment.com

SALES | SERVICE | PARTS | WEBCONDITIONING | RENTALS (SELECTED MARKETS)
™
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■

Huge selection of forklifts
Like-new, WEBCONDITIONED™
or job-site ready
Semi-Finalist in
Extremely competitive pricing
NATIONAL CAPITAL
Trade-ins welcome
BUSINESS ETHICS
Financing and long term leasing
AWARDS
Huge online inventory
25+ years of great customer satisfaction

MARKETPLACE

888-569-8848
www.boomlifts4sale.com
Advanced Aerials & Equipment
is your High Reach and Material Handling specialist.
Providing both material and personnel lifts to the industry.
We can:
Locate, elevate, negotiate, inspect and ship any machine you need.
Import, Export, Ship at Competitive Rates

We sell all manufacturers:
New & Used

Advanced Aerials & Equipment is your high reach and material handling specialist!
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CORPORATION

MARKETPLACE

ReachMaster, Inc. introduces the

Hinowa LightLift
In and outdoor
use, dual power

Easy transport
and
lightweight

To Advertise in this Section Call 800-231-8953

Compact height
and width allows
easy access
through 3’ door

•
•
•
•

Compact
Lightweight
46’ and 63’ work
height
Low maintenance

Exclusively distributed by
ReachMaster, Inc.
Toll-free 1-866-358-7088 • www.reachmaster.com
and
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908-730-7001 or 888-888-1248

2000 Lull 1044C

(16) Telescopic
Forklifts InStock
2000 Lull 1044C
10,000lb Cap, 54’ Height
$49,500

(3) 1997 - 1993 Grove AMZ106XT
4 WD, 4WS, 2 w/Dsl, 106’ Work Hgt
$42,500

53 Aerial Lifts
(3) 1997 GENIE Z34/22 ......................... .$11,900 Ea.
(2) 1996 GENIE Z34, Electric ........................$10,900
(2) ‘96 & ‘94 GENIE Z45/22, 4WD .......... .$19,900 Ea.
(2) 1998-95 GENIE Z45/22 ..................... $13,500 Ea.
1997 GENIE S60, 4WD .................................$23,900
1995 GENIE S85, 4WD .................................$37,900
1999 GROVE AMZ51 ....................................$16,500
1996 GROVE AMZ66, 4WS ...........................$16,500
1996 GROVE AMZ86XT, 4WD .......................$31,500
(3) 93-97 GROVE AMZ106XT, 4WD $35,500-$42,500
1998 GROVE MZ46C, 4WD ...........................$19,500
(2) 1997 GROVE MZ66B, 4WD ............... $24,500 Ea.
(9) 2000-1998 JLG 40H, 4WD ....... $18,900-$21,500
(2) 1995-1996 JLG 40HA .............. $13,900-$16,900
1993 JLG 120HX, 4WD ................................$46,900
1997 MEC 2548............................................ $5,500
1999 TEREX TA64, 4WD ...............................$25,900
(4) 1998 TEREX TB44, 4WD........... $17,900-$19,900
16 Telescopic Forklifts
2000 CAT TH63............................................$39,500
1997 GRADALL 534C-6 ...............................$28,500
1999 GRADALL 534D-9 ...............................$39,900
1997 INGERSOLL-RAND VR524....................$31,500
(2) 2000 LULL 644D-34 ......................... $31,900 Ea.
1996-1997 LULL 644B-37 ...........................$35,500
2000 LULL 844C-42 ....................................$44,500
(2) 99-00 LULL 1044C-54 ........$48,500-$49,500 Ea.
1997 TEREX SS842......................................$36,900
(2) 1999 TEREX SS636........................... $29,500 Ea.
1999 TRAVERSE F644 ..................................$35,900
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Multi Machine, inc.

(16) Telescopic Forklifts InStock
5,000 lbs - 10,000 lbs Cap
From $27,900 - $49,500

PARTIAL

INVENTORY LIST

200+

MACHINES IN STOCK
59 Excavators
2001 DEERE 27ZTS ............................................$19,500
1998 HITACHI EX33U ..........................................$12,900
(2) 2000 ETC TMX’s, Towable Mini Excavator ... $9,900 Ea.
1994 KOMATSU PC25-1 ......................................$19,900
(5) 1994 KOMATSU PC28UU-2 .............. $10,900-$15,500
1999 KOMATSU PC35R-8 ...................................$22,900
1996 KOMATSU PC40FR ............................... .$17,500 Ea.
(3) 2000-1999 KOMATSU PC40MR ................ $24,500 Ea.
(5) 1999-1997 KOMATSU PC40R-8 ....... $23,500-$24,500
1997 KOMATSU PC45-1E ....................................$22,500
(7) 1997-1993 KOMATSU PC50UU-2 ..... $17,500-$21,900
1994 KOMATSU PC75UU-2 ..................................$24,900
(2) 1994 KOMATSU PC128UU ......................... $36,500 Ea.
(2) 2001-1999 TAKEUCHI TB007 ...................... $9,900 Ea.
1991 YANMAR B37 ..............................................$12,900
1993 YANMAR B27 ..............................................$12,900
(2) 1995 YANMAR VI040 ................................ .$16,900 Ea.
(4) 1998 YANMAR VI040 w/ Cabs ................... $23,500 Ea.

(3) 2000
Terex TB110

(53) Aerial Lifts
In Stock

(3) 2000 Terex TB110
4WD, 116’ Work Height, Diesel
$48,500 Ea

Best Prices
• HIGH QUALITY
• SAME DAY
SHIPPING
• CONTINUOUS
STEEL CORD
(Some Used Tracks Available)

(53) Aerial Lifts In Stock
4WD, 46’ Work Height, 2-w/ Diesel
$18,500 - $21,500
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~Guaranteed to Fit~
5 Bulldozers
(2) CAT D4H’s..................................................$37,500 Ea.
KOMATSU D21P-7E ..............................................$22,500
1987 KOMATSU D31P-17 ....................................$15,500
8 Skid Steers
(4) 2000 DEERE 240 .......................................$12,500 Ea.
2004 GEHL 4835 ..................................................$16,500
GEHL 5635 ............................................................ $9,900
(2) 1999 TAKEUCHI TL126 ...................... $14,900-$16,900
Miscellaneous
1999 ALLMAND TLB25..........................................$11,500
FIAT ALLIS FR12B, Wheel Loader...........................$18,500
(2) 2000-1997 HYSTER S50XM, Forklift ... $9,900-$10,900
KOMATSU WA30-5, Wheel Loader ........................$18,500
2000 VERMEER V4150A, Trencher .........................$16,900

Oct 2007 L&A - Proof

30 Track Dump Trucks
1997 KOMATSU CD60R.........................................$49,500
1998 MITSUBISHI LD700 ......................................$28,900
1994 MOROOKA MST700 .....................................$25,900
(2) MOROOKA MST2000 ................................$38,500 Ea.
(2) MOROOKA MST2200 ................................$47,500 Ea.
(3) YANMAR C30R ................................... $9,900-$10,900
(2) YANMAR C60R .................................. $24,900-$25,900
(5) 1994 YANMAR C25R ....................................$9,900 Ea.
1995 YANMAR C80R .............................................$29,900
YANMAR YFW20DW ................................................$7,900

FINANCING AVAILABLE
221 Van Syckel’s Rd. • Hampton, NJ 08827

MARKETPLACE

THINK OUTSIDE THE BASKET.
Coast to Coast Equipment thinks outside the basket to bring you
efficient and economical solutions for all your equipment needs:
Buy, sell and trade new and used aerial work platforms
Scissors to cranes, telehandlers and hard to find pieces
Quick delivery, straight to the jobsite
Great customer service, available 24 hrs a day
Operating World Wide!

To Advertise in this Section Call 800-231-8953

1.800.361.8949
www.coast2coastequipment.com
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Call us with
your trade-ins
and excess
equipment!
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Consignments
Welcome!

C.

1997 JLG 33RTS, 33ft platform height, 4 wheel drive,
deck extension, Ford dual fuel w/3544 hours. $9500

(4) 2000 MEC 3391RT’s, 33ft platform height, 91
inches wide, 4 wheel drive, deck extension, (2) Kubota
diesel, (2) Kubota dual fuels, all serviced and job ready.
$11500/ea

1997 JLG 40RTS, 40ft platform height, 4 wheel drive,
deck extension, Ford dual fuel w/3000 hrs, Job Ready!
$11000

1998 Gehl DL6H-40 6000#, 40ft lift, John Deere diesel
w/2950 hours, 2-4 and crab steer, 4 wheel drive, tilt
frame, 48 inch side tilt carriage, brand new tires. $28500

1995 Grove MZ66BXT 60ft platform height, 66ft
working height, Nissan dual fuel engine w/5424 hours,
4 wheel drive, 8ft basket, generator, starts and runs
great. $14500

1994 JLG 60HA 60ft platform height, 66ft work height,
Ford dual fuel, four wheel drive, 32ft 6in of horizontal
reach at 24ft, zero tailswing, just serviced and ready to
go! $13500

1995 Snorkel SPL 4084 , 40ft platform height, 4 wheel
drive, outriggers, deck extension, Kubota diesel, 1700
hours, new drive motor and joystick. $8900

2001 4069LE, 40ft platform height, 69in wide electric,
deck extension, new non marking tires, 450 hours, very
clean and ready to go. $22000

(2) 2000 JLG 3246E2’s, 32ft platform height, 46in
wide, deck extension, non marking tires, Great Shape
$8500/ea

(2) 2000 Skyjack SJIII4832’s, 32ft platform height,
48in wide, deck extension, nopn marking tires, Nice!
$8500/ea

1999 Ingersoll Rand VR636 6000#, 36ft lift, Cummins
diesel, 60 inch carriage, 2-4 and crab steer, 4 wheel
drive, tilt frame, 1900 hours. Fully serviced and job
ready! $25500

2000 Cat TH63 6000#,41ft lift, Diesel w/2960 hours,
4x4, 2-4 and crab steer, full cab, 48in side tilting carriage, 70% rubber, very clean! $37000

High-Lift Wholesale, Inc.
1239 Shappert Dr.
Machesney Park, IL 61115

800-888-4884
815-282-8425

Fax: 815-282-8592
www.highliftwholesale.com

EQUIPMENT DEALERS

Sign Up Today for a CODE

BLUE

FREE
DIGITAL Magazine

It’s quick
and easy –
Just CLICK
and read!

s
Bigger Capacitie ate
s Cre
and Longer Boom
ies
new Opportunit
for Telehandlers

Sizing Up
Skyjack's
New Boom

They’re big, blue and recognized for their strength, reliability, and
low cost of ownership. But it’s their legendary 90 degree rear-pivot
steering that sets Gradall® telehandlers apart…and provides amazing
maneuverability even in the tightest work areas. Operators have a
clear view of the job site while enjoying the comfort and efficiencies
designed into cabs. Plus, all Gradall models can be equipped with a
wide selection of versatile attachments.
For the high level performance you need to turn a profit, nothing outmaneuvers a Gradall. Visit www.jlg.com/gradall14 or call 877-JLG-LIFT.

NEWS!

Contact the GRADALL Dealer Nearest You…
Aerial Lift, a Division of
Forklifts, Inc.

741 Independence Ave.
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055
717-766-9313
Toll Free: 800-548-2070
www.forkliftsinc.com
• Lancaster, PA
• Williamsport, PA

Coast Crane Co.

Sign Up for your FREE
Digital Subscription at
www.liftandaccess.com

Production Equipment
Rentals & Sales

1156 Kingsway, Port Coquitlam,
British Columbia, V3C 3Y9 Canada
604-945-5004
Toll-Free: 1-877-945-LIFT (5438)
www.productionequipment.ca
steve@productionequipment.ca

WEB EQUIPMENT

4680 West Capitol Ave.
West Sacramento, CA 95691
916-371-0682
www.coastcrane.com

22 Perchwood Drive
FREDERICKSBURG, VA 22405
800-225-3858
www.webequipment.com
cmorris@webequipment.com

• 800-400-2726
   San Leandro, CA

• YORKTOWN, VA
757-897-8808

If you are a contracted dealer with Gradall and would like to be listed in the
above dealer program please contact....800-231-8953.
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Up to date
INDUSTRY

To Advertise in this Section Call 800-231-8953

Blurring
the Line

Where
maneuverability
is critical.

EQUIPMENT DEALERS
towering lift heights up to 55 feet and load capacities

up to 12,000 pounds, the DL Series Telescopic Handlers

from Gehl make aerial work as easy as working at ground
level. Call your local dealer for more information.

www.gehl.com

G E H L • T H E R I G H T C H O I C E F O R C O M PAC T E Q U I P M E N T
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With

Dealer Nearest You…

Affordable Trailers, Inc.

H&E Equipment Services (continued)

Wisconsin Lift Truck Corp.
3125 Intertech Dr.
brookfield, wI 53045
800-236-2379
www.wisconsinlift.com
• germantown, wi
877-958-2371
• eau claire, wi
800-236-8727
• green bay, wi
800-236-7906
• janesville, wi
800-236-3380
• la crosse, wi
800-236-8727
• wausau, wi
800-236-3766

If you are a contracted dealer with GEHL and would like to be listed in
the above dealer program please contact....800-231-8953.

h
Golig
3 3 Year Warranty

3 Rotates

370º x 135º
Vertical Sweep

3 400,000

Candle Power

3 3 Remote &
Mounting
Options

For a distributor call

800-557-0098
(308) 278-2525

info@golight.com

(308) 278-3131

www.golight.com
37146 Old Hwy. 17
Culbertson, NE 69024
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• BATON ROUGE, LA
225-356-6113
800-872-1305
• GONZALES, LA
225-644-2328
888-450-0723
• KENNER, LA
504-467-5906
800-203-1869
• BELGRADE, MT
406-388-2308
Fax 406-388-3459
• BILLINGS, MT
406-259-9720
800-766-3428
• MISSOULA, MT
406-728-4842
800-766-5361

y

ioRa
d
a
R
t/

To Advertise in this Section Call 800-231-8953

• JACKSON, MS
601-939-7777
877-564-2346
sales@affordableautomontrose.com
• CHARLOTTE, NC
704-504-2870
Air Equipment Rental Corp. Fax 704-504-2873
901 Callendar Blvd.
• ALBUQUERQUE, NM
painesville, oh 44077
505-764-8100
440-357-0800
800-310-4887
www.airequipmentrental.com
• LAS VEGAS, NV
Giar & Sons Inc.
702-320-6500
3258 Hanna Lake Ind. Drive
Fax 702-320-6569
CALEDONIA, MI 49316
877-597-2412
• RENO, NV
www.giarandsons.com
775-358-3323
Fax 775-358-9507
H&E Equipment Services
• HOUSTON, TX
www.he-equipment.com
713-433-6411
• little rock, ar
877-321-5249
501-568-7867
•
OGDEN, UT
800-632-0577
801-612-010
• phoenix, az
Fax 801-612-0770
602-232-0600
•
SALT LAKE CITY, UT
800-428-3020
801-974-0388
• tucson, az
800-468-0388
520-770-1120
•
ST. GEORGE, UT
Fax 520-770-1018
435-674-2994
• la mirada, ca
Fax 435-674-2971
714-522-6590
Stevenson Sales and
Fax 714-522-6591
Service
• colorado springs, co
410 Stevenson Dr.
719-393-1840
BOLINGBROOK, IL
Fax 719-393-1835
630-972-0330
www.stevensonsales.com
• orlando, fl
info@stevensonsales.com
407-905-5344
877-456-1216
Tilleman Motor Co.
• coeur d’ alene, id
P.O. Box 2070
208-664-1134
havre, mt 59501
800-998-1134
800-435-2888
www.tillemanmotor.com
• BOISE, ID
208-388-3323
Valco Equipment Inc.
800-961-9796
7801 Freedom Ave. NW
North canton, oh 44720
• ALEXANDRIA, LA
800-245-5528
318-443-7173
www.valcoequipment.com
800-249-8285
4078 N. Townsend Ave.       
montrose, co 81401
970-240-5009

EQUIPMENT DEALERS

Contact the

EQUIPMENT DEALERS

Contact the Skytrak Dealer Nearest You…
Admar Supply Co., Inc.
1950 Brighton-Henrietta TL Rd.
rochester, ny 14623
800-836-2367
www.admarsupply.com
Serving Upstate NY
All Reach Equipment, LLC
34 Edmond St.
HAMDEN, CT 06157
203-776-2420
Toll Free 877-255-7322
www.allreachequipment.com
info@allreachequipment.com
Birkey’s Construction Equipment Co.
1801 E. University Ave.
Urbana, IL 61802
217-337-1781
www.birkeys.com
• Mattoon, IL
   217-235-3158
• galesburg, IL
   309-341-4360
• hudson, IL
   309-726-1132

To Advertise in this Section Call 800-231-8953

Bobcat of Lancaster
4122 Oregon Pike
Ephrata, PA 17522
717-859-4646
Fax: 717-859-4659
www.bobcatoflancaster.com
Burris Equipment
2216 North Greenbay Rd.
waukegan, il 60087
847-336-1205
www.burrisequipment.com
Construction Machinery Co. LLC
2911 S. English Station Rd.
Louisville, KY 40299
866-901-2262
www.cmcky.com
• Owensboro, KY
877-683-2262

Everything you need.
Nothing you don’t.

Diamond Equipment Inc.
1060 E. Diamond Ave.
evansville, in 47711
812-425-4428
800-258-4428

®
Hard-working machines
That’s
thethe
thinking
thatthat
made
SkyTrak
Hard-working
machinesfor
forhard-working
hard-workingpeople.
people.
That’s
thinking
made
SkyTrak
all-wheel steer
most
popular
brand.
These
machines
are are basic,
all-wheel
steertelehandlers
telehandlersthe
theindustry’s
industry’s
most
popular
brand.
These
machines
basic,
reliable
and
operator
friendly.
You
get
the
power
and
maneuverability
to
handle
reliable and operator friendly. You get the power and maneuverability to handle the toughest
the toughest
terrain, the
patented system
Stabil-Trak
for stability,
improved plus
stability,
plus versatile
terrain,
the patented
Stabil-Trak
for system
improved
versatile
attachments
®
attachments
to
keep
your
productivity
high.
All
backed
by
the
service
and
support
to keep your productivity high. All backed by the service and support of JLG. of JLG.
Visit www.jlg.com/skytrak13
Visit
www.jlg.com/skytrak13 or
orcall
call877-JLG-LIFT.
877-JLG-LIFT.
®

®

If you are a contracted dealer with SKYTRAK and would like to be listed in the dealer program please contact....800-231-8953.
and
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East Tennessee Rent-Alls
3711 Bristol Hwy.
johnson city, tn 37602
423-282-3221
www.etra.biz
sales@etra.biz
Equipment Depot of Illinois
2545 Northwest Parkway        
Elgin, IL 60124
847-836-5005
Toll Free 888-486-5534
www.eqdepot.com
• Rockford, IL
888-486-5534
Kirby-Smith Machinery, Inc.
6715 W Reno
Oklahoma City, OK 73127
www.kirby-smith.com
• Oklahoma City
800-375-3339
• Tulsa
800-375-3733

12/21/06 12:03:44 PM

POWER, versatility and innovation. They’re what you expect from a world-leading
equipment manufacturer. And they’re what you get with the new family of
JLG® all-wheel steer telehandlers. With capacities from 6,600 to 12,000 pounds and
reach heights from 42 to 55 feet, JLG telehandlers help you handle any job site
challenge. Plus, all JLG telehandlers can be equipped with our exclusive Quick-Switch
attachments. Get more power, more capacity and more height.
Ask for JLG and get the power to do more.

lift More

material
here

Visit www.jlg.com/jlgtele8 or call 877-JLG-LIFT.

strength
here

• Atlanta, GA
• Nashville, TN
• Orlando, Fl
Briggs Construction Equipment
3004 Charleston Highway
West Columbia, SC 29172
803-791-3374
www.briggs-ce.com
• Greenville, SC
864-295-4015

Contact the JLG Dealer Nearest You…
Briggs Construction Equipment (continued)

• Charleston, SC
843-207-9710
• Myrtle Beach, SC
843-347-7100
CL Boyd
4220 West Reno Ave.
oklahoma city, ok 73107
800-652-2693
www.clboyd.com
clboydgroup@clboyd.com
• lawton, ok
800-633-2693

Coast Crane Co.
8250 5th Ave. S.
Seattle, WA 98108
800-669-2726
www.coastcrane.com

Production Equipment Rentals and Sales
1156 Kingsway, Port Coquitlam
British Columbia, V3C 3Y9 Canada
604-945-5004
Toll-Free: 1-877-945-LIFT (5438)
www.productionequipment.ca
steve@productionequipment.ca

• 800-400-2726
    Tacoma, WA
    W. Sacramento, CA
    San Leandro, CA

Shiloh Valley Equipment
4050 E. Hwy. 161
Belleville, IL 62221
618-744-0433

PDQ Rentals
10826 Shoemaker Ave.
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
800-300-9997
sales@pdqrentals.com

WEB EQUIPMENT
22 Perchwood Dr.
Fredericksburg, VA 22405
800-225-3858
www.webequipment.com
cmorris@webequipment.com
• Yorktown, VA
757-897-8808

If you are a contracted dealer with JLG and would like to be listed in the above
dealer program please contact.... 800-231-8953.
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B&G Equipment and Supply
2748 Mary Taylor Rd.
Birmingham, Al 35210
877-SHOP-BG1
877-746-7241

To Advertise in this Section Call 800-231-8953

WITH More

EQUIPMENT DEALERS

JLG® TELehandlerS

EQUIPMENT DEALERS

15 Masted models, 18 Telescopic models
Options to suit all of your needs.
Manitou North America, Inc. - www.manitou-na.com

Over 250,000 Units
Sold Worldwide
CFE Equipment Corporation
818 Widgeon Rd.
norfolk, va 23513
757-858-2660
www.cfeequipment.com
west virginia call
• roanoke, va 24017
540-981-2222
• Richmond, va 23237
804-271-7800
• Baltimore, md 21227
410-242-2159
• manassas, va 20110
703-257-1142
84 LiFT ACCESS l October 2007
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Need alternatives?
We got ‘em!
Contact the Manitou Dealer Nearest You…
Coastline Equipment
7725 Security Circle
Reno, nv 89506
775-972-7677
Fax: 775-972-7699
www.coastlineequipment.com
whisenhunt@coastlineequipment.com
Fallsway Equipment
Company, Inc.
1277 DeValera Ave.
PO Box 4537
akron, oh 44310
800-458-7941
www.fallsway.com

Ideal Crane Rental Inc.
800-825-0640
• Madison, Wi
• Oshkosh, Wi
• Milwaukee, Wi
• LaCrosse, Wi
Material Handling
Supply Inc.
12900 Firestone Blvd.
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
562-921-7715
www.mhs-ca.com
Email: graslowski@mhs-ca.com

If you are a contracted dealer with MANITOU and would like to be listed in the above dealer program
please contact.... 800-231-8953.

Mr. Lift Truck Inc.
10450 S.W. 187 Terr.
Miami, FL 33157
1-800-985-LIFT
www.mrlift.com
Email: don@mrlift.com
Stevenson Sales and Service
410 Stevenson Dr.
BOLINGBROOK, IL
630-972-0330
www.stevensonsales.com
info@stevensonsales.com
TES Inc.
286 Central Ave.
S. kearny, nj 07032
973-589-4100
Fax: 973-589-4811
www.tes-inc.net
Email: info@tes-inc.net

80" horizontal placement system is
only available on Lull telehandlers.

Hit the mark
every time with the
Lull 80" horizontal
placement system

When accuracy
means everything…
trust Lull telehandlers.
Visit www.jlg.com/lull13
or call 877-JLG-LIFT.

Contact the Lull Dealer Nearest You…

Aerial Lift, a Division of
Forklifts, Inc.
741 Independence Ave.
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055
717-766-9313
Toll Free: 800-548-2070
www.forkliftsinc.com
• Lancaster, PA
• Williamsport, PA

Coast Crane Co.
(continued)

Contractors Building Supply
& Equipment Co. (continued)

• GREENVILLE, SC
864-295-4015

• 800-770-7610
   Anchorage, AK

• CHARLESTON, SC
843-207-9710

• 888-727-2637   
   Surrey, BC

• 408 W. Marshall Ave.
LONGVIEW, TX 75601
(903) 758-3201

• Columbia, SC
866-880-8365

• MYRTLE BEACH, SC
843-347-7100

Bracing Systems Inc
4N 350 Old Gary Ave.
hanover park, il 60133
888-259-4740
www.bracingsystems.com

Coast Crane Co.
5601 NE Columbia Blvd.
Portland, OR 97218
888-881-2726
www.coastcrane.com

Contractors Building Supply
& Equipment Co.
918 Navigation
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78408
(361) 883-8445
www.teamcbs.com

Briggs Construction Equipment
3004 Charleston Highway
WEST COLUMBIA, SC 29172
803-791-3374
www.briggs-ce.com

• 800-400-2726
   Medford, OR
   Bakersfield, CA
   San Diego, CA
   City of Industry, CA

Arrow Equipment, LLC
1516 Glendale Dr.
Greensboro, NC 27406
800-451-6819
www.arrowequipinc.com

• 11500 N. North Loop Rd.
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78216
(210) 496-1227
• 8660 South Loop East
HOUSTON, TX 77017
(713) 643-1300

• 3404 NNE Loop 323
TYLER, TX 7570
(903) 595-3820
Rex Spencer Equipment Co.
323 N. Mullen Rd.
Belton, MO 64012
816-331-6078
800-878-6078
www.rexspencer.com
If you are a contracted dealer with
LULL and would like to be listed in
the above dealer program please
contact.... 800-231-8953.
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Admar Supply Co., Inc.
1950 Brighton-Henrietta TL Rd.
ROCHESTER, NY 14623
800-836-2367
www.admarsupply.com
Serving Upstate NY

Briggs Construction Equipment
(continued)

To Advertise in this Section Call 800-231-8953

The ability to place a load
safely, accurately and
efficiently is the most
important action
a telehandler operator needs
to perform. And since 1959,
the Lull
80" horizontal placement
system has provided
greater reach, improved
operator confidence and
more precise placement.
Now, they’re backed by the
full support of JLG.

EQUIPMENT DEALERS

“These guys trust me.
	I trust Lull.® ”

and
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EQUIPMENT DEALERS

American Crane Inc.
7791 Taylor Rd. S.W.
REYNOLDSBURG, OHIO 43068
614-863-3198
Fax: 614-863-1509
www.americancraneinc.com
Arts Rental Equipment & Supply
Newport, KY
Serving Kentucky, Ohio & Indiana
877-341-ARTS
www.artsrental.com
info@artsrental.com
Chesapeake Supply &
Equipment Co.
12915 South Dupont Hwy.
Felton, DE 19943
800-282-8522
www.equipmentbychesapeake.com

Hertz Equipment Rental
6110 86th Street
edmonton, ab
780-461-2900
www.hertz.com

Leasco Equipment Services, Inc.
PO Box 719
marietta, oh 45750
888-353-2726
www.leascoequipment.com

• edmonton 86th Steet, AB
   780-435-3711

Metrolift, Inc.
679 Heartland Dr.
Sugar Grove, IL
888-543-8289
www.metrolift.com

• edmonton 50th Street, AB
   780-465-2100
• bonnyville, aB
   780-812-3433
• calgary Meridian, AB
   403-248-5414
• calgary 25th Street, AB
   403-287-9494
• fort mcmurray, AB
   780-743-6233

Coastline Equipment
325 North 5th Street, Bldg. A
sacramento, ca 95814
916-440-8090
Fax: 916-440-8094
www.coastlineequipment.com

• anzac, AB
   780-334-2024

• reno, nv
   775-972-7677
• santa ana, ca
   714-265-6550
Crawler Supply Co. Inc.
6413 Airline Hwy.
baton rouge, la 70805
225-357-7515
888-772-9505
www.crawlersupply.com
H P Lift & Loader Inc.
420 S. Outer Dr.
saginaw, mi 48601
989-754-1465
rwebber@hpforklift.com
H&E Equipment Services
Edward Allan
Branch Manager
5433 Randolph Blvd.
San Antonio, TX 78233
Phone: 210-655-0048
Fax: 210-655-2246
Cell: 210-669-8392
Heavy Machinery Sales
1425 O’Keefe Dr.
mosinee, wi 54455
715-693-7250
www.heavymachinerysales.com
hmsales@mtc.net

• fort saskatchewan, AB
   780-992-7218
• grande prairie, AB
   780-538-9499
• red deer, AB
   403-342-7220
• rocky mountain house, ab
   403-845-7523
• whitecourt, AB
   780-778-4411

Runyon Equipment Rentals
410 W. Carmel Drive
Carmel, IN 46032
317-566-8888
www.runyonrental.com
Safety First Equipment
Sales & Rentals
1150 Mikole Street
honolulu, hi 96819
808-533-7233
www.safetyfirsthawaii.com
Simplex Equipment Rental
9740 L’ Acadie
Montreal, Quebec H4N 1L8
514-331-7777
800-361-1486
www.simplex.ca
• Alma, PQ
418-480-3000
• Anjou, PQ
514-354-4444
• Baie-Comeau, PQ
418-296-7277
• Blainville, PQ
450-433-7277

• Lloydminster , AB
   780-875-3202

• Chicoutimi, PQ
418-698-2000

• surrey, BC
   604-599-7368

• Danville, PQ
819-839-1777

• regina, SK
   306-775-2214
• saskatoon, SK
   306-242-5853

• Deauville, PQ
819-864-0368
• Dorval, PQ
514-421-4000

Simplex Equipment Rental (continued)

• Lévis, PQ
418-835-4000
• Longueuil, PQ
450-670-7000
• Montréal, PQ
514-331-7777
• Ottawa, ON
613-521-2121
• Québec, PQ
418-686-7777
• Repentigny, PQ
450-581-2106
• Sept-îles
418-962-8113
• Saint-Hyacinthe, PQ
450-778-9777
• Sherbrooke, PQ
819-569-9548
• Saint-Eustache, PQ
450-491-6777
• Saint-Jérôme, PQ
450-436-4413
• Marieville, PQ
450-460-0101
• St-Nicolas, PQ
418-831-3715
• St-Jean-sur-Richelieu, PQ
450-346-4407
• Trois-Rivières, PQ
819-372-1500
• Victoriaville, PQ
819-758-6251
Star Rentals, Inc.
1919 Fourth Ave. S
Seattle, WA 98134
206-622-7880
800-825-7880
www.starrentals.com

• Farnham, PQ
450-293-3116

Van Wall Equipment
925 Airport Road
Ames, IA 50010
877-224-6778
www.vanwall.com
jshearer@vanwall.com

• Gatineau
819-778-5000

• dryden, Mb
   807-223-4555

• Des Moines, IA
888-537-6884

• Granby, PQ
450-372-4488

• Colfax, IA
800-222-5848

• thunder bay, on
   807-345-8825

• Laval, PQ
450-686-7777

• Olathe, KS
888-311-8873

• brandon, mb
   204-729-8267
• winnipeg, mb
   204-488-4929

• Drummondville, PQ
819-478-0355

If you are a contracted dealer with carelift and would like to be listed in the above dealer program please contact....800-231-8953.
and
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• Savage, MD
   410-792-4750

whisenhunt@coastlineequipment.com

Dealer Nearest You…

EQUIPMENT DEALERS

Contact the

and
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Dealer Nearest You…

ABC Equipment Rentals & Sales
29 Pearl Road
brunswick/cleveland, oh 44212
330-220-4545
www.abcequipment.com

J. Gross Equipment
5856 E. Hwy. 12
ABERDEEN, SD 57401
605-229-4037
www.igrossequipment.com

Bracing Systems
4N 350 Old Gary Ave.
hanover park, il 60133
888-259-4740

Penn Equipment Co.
100 Windmill Hill
Burnham, PA 17009
717-248-8876
info@pennequipment.biz

Cypress Equipment Services, Inc.
6637 Airline Hwy.
baton rouge, la 70805
225-355-4377
www.cypressequipmentservices.com

Dynamic Equipment Corp.
9879 San Fernando Road
pacoima, ca 91331
800-640-1087
www.dynamicequipment.biz
Evans Equipment Company
G3283 S. Dort Hwy.
burton, mi 48529
810-744-4840
www.evansequipmentcompany.com
eecsales@mycomcast.com
Flag Equipment Rental & Sales
43912 Black Canyon Hwy., Ste 101
phoenix, az 85087
623-465-3019
www.flagequip.com

Sparks Equipment Plus LLC
9225 Premier Court
shreveport, la 71106
318-549-9979
www.sparksequipment.com

First AWPs with Mobile
AC Drive Systems Arrive

es
Californ
g mobile cran
of self-erectin

Have a friend
who owns or uses
lift equipment?
Sign them up for a FREE issue of

Superior Trailer & Equipment
211 Hughitt Ave.
superior, wi 54880
715-395-9085
Rentals available

o Please send a complimentary issue of

www.superiortrailerandequipment.com

Name ______________________________________________

Lift and Access to:

Company___________________________________________
Theros Equipment Inc.
4597 Lee Hwy.
warrenton, va 20187
540-347-3291
www.therosequipment.com

Address ____________________________________________
City ________________________________________________
State _________________________ Zip ___________________
Phone _______________________________________________
Fax _________________________________________________

W.R. Scott Equipment, LTD
7290 18th St.
Edmonton, ab Canada
888-440-5040
www.wrscottequipment.com
• airdrie, ab canada
877-948-9732

If you are a contracted dealer with mustang and would like to be
listed in the above dealer program please contact.... 800-231-8953.

Email _______________________________________________
Website _____________________________________________
Type of Business: (circle one)
Dealer Manufacturer Rental Co. Other ______________

Mail to:
Lift and Access
P.O. Box 1115 • Fort Dodge, IA 50501

or Go online to:

www.liftandaccess.com/subscribe
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Dixequip Inc.
4650 S. Sam Houston Parkway E.
houston, tx 77048
713-987-0206
Toll Free 877-635-7375
www.dixequip.com

R.S. Rental & Equipment Co.
2900 County Street
somerset, ma 02726
508-672-1051
www.rsequipmentmustang.com

Def ining
ctors growth
Selfia-Eregre
ulators impede

Ground-Breaking
Boom Lifts

and

• mokena, il
888-898-8671

You Get It,
Now Give It!

EQUIPMENT DEALERS

Contact the

and
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Builders Equipment Co.

2055 South 108th Street
Milwaukee, WI 53227
414-541-8700
800-236-6900
www.amstate.com

1939 N 8th St.
Paducah, KY 42001
jbakken@buildersequipmentcompany.com 270-444-0110
www.mckeelequipment.com

ATS Clayton

B & W Equipment
& Supply Corporation
11010 Guilford Road
ANNAPOLIS JUNCTION, MD 20701

301-953-3383
410-792-9084
leo@bwequipment.com
www.bwequipment.com

1881 Prathersville Road        
columbia, mo 65202
573-443-4541
www.crown-power.com
• eldon, mo
573-392-0230
• jefferson city, mo
573-636-5281

300 Fort Martin Industrial
Park Drive
maidsville, wv
304-554-3050

Brooks Wallace
Machinery Co. Inc.
3943 Richard Arrington Jr.
Blvd. North        
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35234
800-890-3108
cranemover@aol.com
www.pettibonesales.com

Mid-Land
Equipment Co.
2290 NE 54th Ave.
des moines, ia 50313
515-974-5100
800-372-6032
www.midlandequipment.com

Mid-South
Equipment Co.

1520 Willow Creek Lane
Gardnerville, NV 89410
800-411-5122
775-782-1946
www.gatrellequipment.com

1609 Church Road
chattanooga, tn 37421
423-899-1219
Fax 423-892-0508
www.midsouthequipment.com

2680 NW 15th Ct.
Pompano beach, fl 33069
954-978-6000
www.gordysequipment.com

Hoover Forklift Sales

29 Railroad Ave.
South Fallsburg, NY 12779
Sales • Rental • Service
845-434-8888
800-724-0553
www.servicescaffold.com

USAVE Equipment
Rental
1975 Galvez Ave.
san francisco, ca
415-642-2090
888-814-1800
www.usaverents.com

Valco Equipment Inc.

Gatrell Equipment
Corporation

Gordys Equipment
Barron-Eastgate Inc.

• Murray, KY
270-753-3062

Service Scaffold
Co. Inc.

Power-Up Equipment
Rental Inc.
8 Priscilla Lane Unit #6
Auburn, NH 03032
603-668-LIFT (5438)
www.poweruprental.com

7512 Sharpsburg Pike
BOONSBORO, MD 21713
301-791-6830
Serving all of Maryland

7801 Freedom Ave. NW
North Canton, OH 44720
800-245-5528
www.valcoequipment.com

WR Whiteside
Equipment Inc.
4402 2nd Ave E
hibbing, mn 55746
877-336-7368
www.wrwhiteside.com

Youngs Sales
Repair & Rental
9860 Union Street
Riverside, CA 92509
951-681-8145
www.go-youngs.com

If you are a contracted dealer with Pettibone and would like to be listed in the above dealer
program please contact.... 800-231-8953.
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9270 Princeton-Glendale Road
hamilton, oh 45011
513-860-2820
www.atsclayton.com

Crown Power &
Equipment Co.

McKeel Equipment
Co., Inc.

and

• Wausau, WI 54401
800-242-7113

2297 County Road H        
New Brighton, MN
763-786-5991

EQUIPMENT DEALERS

American State
Equipment

EQUIPMENT DEALERS

Versatility within Reach
Construction is your world.
It’s the world of Ingersoll Rand too. Our line of telehandlers meets real-world needs with
higher levels of reach, capacity, and maneuverability. Application-specific models and a range
of versatile attachments make these telehandlers indispensable on today’s construction sites.
Reach new levels of productivity with telehandlers from your local Ingersoll Rand dealer.

To Advertise in this Section Call 800-231-8953

Call or visit us today for more information and a demonstration.

ingersollrand.com
and
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Anderson Equipment
Company

1000 Washington Pike        
Bridgeville, PA 15017
412-343-2300
Fax 412-504-4251
www.andersonequip.com
• Shippenville, PA
814-226-4100
• Cambridge Springs, PA
814-398-8819
• Somerset, PA
814-443-2867
• Clearfield, PA
814-765-5311
• S. Charleston, WV
304-756-2800

Dealer Nearest You…
Colorado Machinery

1100 E Cheyenne Rd.
Colorado Springs, CO 80906
800-364-3029
www.coloradomachinery.com
• Pueblo West
800-333-0850

• Ft Collins
800-525-2920

• Modesto, CA
209-526-1577

IRES Nashville

• Pasco, WA
509-545-1959

240 5th St.
Greeley, CO 80631
800-848-3666
www.coloradoequipment.net

Papé Material Handling,
Inc.
P.O. Box 987
Eugene, OR 97440
541-683-5073
Toll Free: 888-813-2580
www.papemh.com
• Arlington, WA
360-474-8461
• Bakersfield, CA
661-393-3673
• Bellingham, WA
360-756-6572

• Ft Collins
866-261-0400

• Concord, CA
925-521-5400

• Lamar
800-791-9807

• Eugene, OR
541-689-7407

• Holly
888-849-3124

• Eureka, CA
707-443-3015

• Portland, OR
503-639-8910
• Sacramento, CA
916-641-3434
• Salinas, CA
831-775-0140
• SaNTA ROSA, CA
707-586-8888
• SEATTLE, WA
206-722-5800
• SPARKS, NV
775-356-9333
• SPOKANE, WA
509-536-7300
• WENATCHEE, WA
509-884-2934

Volvo Construction
Equipment & Services
• Arlington
3401 E. Park Row Dr.
	ARLINGTON, TX 76010
817-276-1501
• Harrisburg
621 Lowther Rd.
	Lewisberry, PA 17339
717-938-1441
800-673-2438
• Houston
2210 McAllister Road
	Houston, TX 77092
713-681-9221
• Los Angeles
12747 Schabarum Ave.
	irwindale, ca 91706
626-337-4545
• Moosic
1000 Springbrook Ave. #B
Moosic, PA 18507
570-414-1210
• Phoenix
4323 E. Winslow Ave.
Phoenix, AZ 85040
602-414-1900
888-353-2253
• San Antonio
6485 So. IH-35
NEW BRAUNFELS, TX 78132
830-643-0550
• San Diego
601 Front St.
	el cajon, ca 92020
619-441-7880

• YAKIMA, WA
509-248-5636

• Southborough
300 Turnpike Road Route #9
southboroUGH, ma 01722
800-544-8098

Ross Equipment Rentals

Walter S. Pratt & Sons, Inc.

5825 W. Van Buren St.
Phoenix, AZ 85043
602-470-1000
www.rossrents.com

317 Columbia St.
rensselaer, ny 12144
800-613-4738
www.prattandsons.com

If you are a contracted dealer with INGERSOLL RAND and would like to be listed in the above dealer program please contact....800-231-8953.
and
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Colorado Equipment

• Fresno, CA
559-487-1160

• Missoula, MT
406-728-9221

• bowling green, KY
800-736-4253

• Latham, NY
518-785-4500

• Fremont, CA
510-661-5700

• Frederick
800-490-6162

• Henrietta, NY
585-334-6770

• Endicott, NY
907-748-3400

• Fife, WA
253-926-4386

• Medford, OR
541-779-3444

• Buffalo, NY
716-877-1992

• Allegany, NY
716-372-8822

Papé Material Handling, Inc. (continued)

• Bobcat of Colorado
Springs
877-766-0693

202 Belinda Parkway
Nashville, TN 37122
615-287-7007
Toll Free 866-878-5124
kim_linville@irco.com

• Watertown, NY
315-788-5512

EQUIPMENT DEALERS

Contact the

Industry
TIPS

Safe Use and
Maintenance of
Chain Slings

W

By Mike Robertson

hen working on a large jobsite or building construction
project, we often have a tendency to overlook the many
small tools that help get the job done. One common tool
that seemingly blends into the background is chain slings.
Of course, this is how I make a living, and I can spot them right away
– they stand out to me like a Toyota in NASCAR. But to be serious,
when the crane or hoist pulls that load in the air, there are lives on the
line, and no one should take that lightly.
Below is some advice on the safe use and maintenance of chain
slings. These are, of course, just general rules of thumb. For exact
maintenance and safety rules, contact your sling manufacturer.

General use

For all slings, keep a record of what you have in stock. This can
be done by writing the information out in a log book or notating it
in specialized sling software. Additionally, all slings must have an
approved identification tag.
Before making a lift, visually inspect chain slings before each use
and implement a full sling inspection schedule. Verify the capacity of
the sling, taking into account the possibility of unequal loading of the
legs and the different angles it will encounter.
Safely using chain slings is an important part of the process. Never
lift with knotted or twisted chains, and always pad sharp edges on
the load to protect the slings. If shortening a chain is required, use a
shortening hook, claw, or other manufacturer-approved device.
Make sure the crane or hook is directly over the load. The sling
master link should be of sufficient size to seat properly in the bowl of
the crane hook. Never force the master link onto the hook or place it
only on the tip of the hook.
When the lift is being made, all personnel must stand clear.
They should never work under a suspended load unless it has been
adequately supported from the floor, and all conditions are approved
by the supervisor in charge of operation. No one should be permitted
to ride the lifting hook or load.
When lifting a load in confined spaces, attach a rope or tag line
to one or both ends of the load. This will help to control rotational
movement. Also make sure the object being lifted is not lagged,
clamped, or bolted to the floor. Avoid shock-loading the chain sling,
which can have the same effect as overloading.
Mike Robertson is vice president of Tulsa Chain, Inc., Tulsa, Okla., the
exclusive supplier of JDT Grade 80 and Grade 100 chain and fittings in
North America. He can be reached at mike@tulsachain.com.
and
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Welding items to a chain sling will affect the grain structure of
the steel and weaken it severely.
Finally, if the chain slings are not in use, do not leave them on the floor
or lying around the jobsite. They should be hung on a rack.

Inspection guidelines

In order for chain slings to be used properly, they should be
inspected at least annually and possibly more often, depending on the
frequency and severity of use. Records must be made of all physical
inspections and kept until the next inspection.
To start, inspect all sling attachments for gouges, distortion, or
elongated throat openings. Chain links that are bent, have cracks,
gouges, corrosion pits, lifted fins, flashing, or traverse markings can
cause a sling to break or severely reduce the working load limit.
Measure the overall reach and check it against the reach shown on
the sling tag. Reach is from the bearing point of the master link to the
bearing point of the hook. If the reach has lengthened, the sling must
be removed from service. Then determine the cause of the increase. In
most cases, change is due to excess wear or an overload.
Regular wear inspection is required. If extreme wear is found, check
with the chain manufacturer to confirm what the allowable limit is.
There are many factors that can limit the ability of a lifting sling to
do the job it was intended to do. One recommendation for safely using
chain slings is to never weld anything to a chain sling. The chain and
components are specially heat treated at the manufacturer to reach
the optimum characteristics, including strength, ductility, and wear
resistance. When you weld something to a sling, it will affect the grain
structure of the steel and weaken it severely. If you spot a chain sling
that has been modified, it must be removed from service immediately.
Also, if the chain sling will be used in extreme heat or cold
applications, contact the manufacturer for the proper guidelines. Grade
80 and Grade 100 chains have dramatically different heat resistance, so
don’t automatically assume that the same rules apply for both.
Another major factor to take into account is the angle of lift. The
optimum angle for a two-legged chain sling is 60°. When looking at the
sling tag working load limit, this is the angle that it is usually figured at
– but there are always exceptions, so read the tags. The angle of lift can
greatly reduce the capacity of the sling. For example, a 3/8-inch Grade
80 double-leg chain sling has a capacity of 12,300 pounds at 60°. When
the angle is reduced to 30°, the capacity of the sling is reduced to 7,100
pounds. A chain sling should never be used in an angle less than 30°.
If you use that same 3/8-inch chain sling at a 5° angle, the force on the
sling would be approximately 105,000 pounds!
Keep this information, detailed application, and warning guides
accessible to all personnel involved in the lifting process. ■
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Now a member of the
Skyjack family.

People have been whispering that we were
considering adding telehandlers to our lineup.
Actions speak louder than words.
For information call 1-800-265-2738
or visit us online at www.skyjack.com

